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Seize the Day-ISLD '98 
The Strategy Game at SLE 
Integrating Technolbgy in 
Strategic Planning 
Strategic Planning for 
Knowledge Based Serv a 
Filling the Planning :uum 
We can s u p p l y  
detailed financials on your takeover target,  
alert  you of a  competitor's material  event filing. 
and  give you tools f o r  peer  group analysis. 
B u t  what  makes their 
so light is beyond us. 
We may not know bike frames, but no one knows financial intelligence better than Disclosure. With GlobaI 
Access, get online access to 5 million real-time and historical corporate filings. Tap into our SEC and Worldscope 
databases. Draw key intelligence through our insider trading analytics and expert commentary. And perform 
custom analysis and competitive comparisons with spreadsheet-ready financials. For a demonstration, visit 
www.disclosure.com/dga. Or call 800-236-6997 x202 to access the world's largest source of financial intelligence. 
F i n a n c i a l  O m n i s c i e n c e  
Give your researchers e-mail access 
to the world's leading journals. 
Give them Corporate 
NOW you can affordably 
provide your researchers with timely 
access to the tables of contents and 
authcr abstracts from the leading 
scrence, xxhnology, and social 
sciences journals.. .with Corporate 
Alert from the Institute for 
Scientific Informationa. 
CustomExed and Affordable 
For over forty years, ISIa (pub- 
lisher of Current Contentsa and the 
Science Citation IAdexa) has sup- 
plied the scientific and academic 
cornmnnities with current research 
informarion of the highest relevance 
and quality. 
Cor7orate Alert now brings that 
expertise to you with a customized 
tabie-of-contents alerting service 
designed to accommodate your 
needs ... and your budget. So ycu 
can prcvide your company's 
researchers with the critical informa- 
tion they need-delivered right to 
their ciesktcps over the Internet. 
immediate E-mail Detivery 
It's this sirnpie. With the help of 
our experts, you set up a master 
profile containing all the journals 
your researchers wish to monitor. 
As the journals are processed for 
inchsion in our multidisciplinary 
database of nearly 8,000 leading 
internationa!joumais, the tables of 
contents matching your users' 
individual profiles are retrieved and 
immediately fc r~~arded  to them via 
the Internet.. .direct to their e-mail 
addresses. 
Alert". 
Full-text Access 
Within minutes, your researchers 
can scan the tables of contents; read 
full-length, English-language author 
abstracts; and easily place electronic 
orders for the articles they want- 
from your library, document supplier, 
or from our om convenient docu- 
ment delivery service, 1.SIDocument 
SolutionsM. There's no wasted motion 
or money-you receive a d  pay for 
only the i~fcrmation you r e ~ ~ e .  
Rexibie Sdutions 
Corporate Alert is just one of the 
customized products within the ISI 
Alerting ServicessM family of services. 
Also available is advanced profiling 
based on title words, author names, 
author keywords, Keywords Plusa, 
and cited reference searching. 
To find out more, contact ISI today. 
Phone: 1-500-336-4474 or 
2 15-386-0 100 
IS[ Europe: +44-1895-270016 
ISi Japan: +8!-3-5562-357: 
E-mail: saIes@isinet.com 
uksales@isinet.com 
jpinfo@isinet.com 
Web: http://www.isinzt.corn 
Corporate 
The first thing ghat comes across is its 
Institute far Scientific Information 
3501 Market Street, Philadelphia. PA 19?04 U S A .  
Brunel Science Pa:q Uxbridge UB8 3PQ, United Kingdom 
Ark Mori Building 30 F, 1-12-32 Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107, Japan 
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r thz envjm?mznt, new 
. . , .  inausxes and research azas ?ave beer deveioped 
to jdentify, y,onito:, and ce9uiate envir~-o?mep:a/ inte~2c:io-s 
as well as 10 ceter:~ipe and regair ~xisti?c~ envi:or?ye:entai 
damages. For both the exped and the newconej a quick, 
conve~ient, aj?d co.xpre.ehensjve sosce is nezdec tc answer 
. ,. . c;ues:jcns oc the :ac:aiy increasing amount cf  envircpmzn:ai 
information. The E~CYCLC>FEDiQ, of EsV/Wog!$'ifNTAi 
. . 
,+JA#siS and RE\S?EDIAT/Ch (EEAR), the ~ e w e s t w o : ~  the 
Wiley Er;cyciopcdia Series op Envjrcppyptai Scjence, 
responds 1s !-+is Deed 3y pra\/:ding its users wif: an i?-&p:h 
exami?ation of the entire envirop,~eztai analysis and 
remedjatjon fieid in en A-to-Z, eight-voi;me &ere.nce source. 
Ralph d o  Cicerone 
Earth System Scie~ce 3zp:., 
School of Physicai Sciences, 
cniversiv of CaijKornja, 
lwine, CA 
Thomas Eisncr 
Dept. of Neufobiciogy a d  
< : r ,  .;+. Behavior, Cciiege sf& k ~ : L ~ v  
and Life Science, 
Comeil Universjty, Mhaca, kY 
Spzcd Advisor: 
Ray Maddalons 
T- v 
! kW, ire., geedondo 
i;eacy, CA 
Sex01 EdAx Douglas MI. Newcomb 
Eato:. Susm W. Bmghton 
A~vertisx~g: Loma Walls 
Layox & Eeagn: Melissa C. Lawton 
fnfarmntim outlook PSN 1091-0808) is pubk!aed. 
z~ontkdy by t ie  SpecaI Laram Ajsc&ition, 17Q0 
Ei&?EenLh S t x ~ t ,  DJII.: VJ3shi:g~n DC 20009- 
2514 * Td 1-232-234-4750, e x t  544 Fax 1- 
202-265-9317 * e-xal: rr.agazin&s o g .  
The Strategy Game at SLA 
Stephen Abram and Jane Dysart provide a bird's eye view of the history of strategic 
planning at SA. See what's been done in the past and how SLA is preparing for the 
fume. 
integrating Technology into Strategic Planning 
Wondering how7 to successfully integrate technoiogy into informiition services? 
Richard Ealser he lp  you to strategically plan your cext move. 
Marketing with a Capital S: 
Strategic Planning for Knowledge Based Services 
Ulla de Stricker explains how to strategically market your information services and 
why your strategic direction must be closely aligned with that of the entire 
organization. 
Filling the Planning Vacuum 
Whether you are bced with far-reaching strategic decisions or short-term tactical 
ones, having good information can mean the difference between success and failure. 
Doug Charch explsins. 
Strategic Reading 
If your gaxe plar: includes reading on the subject of strategic planning, Suzi Hayes 
offers sane vmrthwh.de suggestions. 
Executive Outlook 
SLA Executive Director David R. Bender encourages members to ';ake part in 
International Special Librarians Day 1998-The Time is Now! 
Making News 
Public Relations Outlook 
Government Relations Outlook 
On the Net 
Professional Development Outlook 
Conference Countdown 
Money Matters 
Research Briefs 
Copyright; Corner 
8 Marketplace 
45 Coming Events 
$6 In Summary 
48 Positions Open 
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on Strategic Planning. SLA's Strategic Flaming 
s. We start with an overview of SLA's sea- 
back and iook at the history of s m -  
some ideas for improvements to our 
ame at SLY beginning on page 17. 
ary FramewrkJk the Future 
ding: technolug in 'Tntegrat- 
c Planning" {page 24); marketing in ",Marketing 
aiming for Knowledge Based Servicesv' (page 28) ; 
our strategic decisions in "Filling the Plmning Vac- 
Reading" incl~des five short book reviews on 
for non-profits and associations E assist: SLA 
ning Web s i te  (page 1 2). 
ow filings have changed and 
pportunities that opens up to us as a result of these 
their plans in light of these 
this networking tool. If your unit doesn't have 
t System installed-it can and wiil drive 
ork. Experiment, adapt, and succeed! 
Enjoy the issue! 
Stephen Abxam 
Guest Editor 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dfsdosme c w r  2 
~~mr3a.disdosure.m 
Gale %search . . . . . . . . . . . . .  cover 3 
. . . . . . . . . . .  jcrha Wiley & Som .2, 10 
w~w..w&y. con 
Leadership Birectaries . . . . . . . . . .  .37 
West Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I1 
v~m~westp:sb.csm 
THURSDAY, APRIL 23,1998 
Have you been dreaming of the day when your clients, fellow employees, supervisor, or CEO show- 
er you with the recognition and appreciation you deserve? The day that hordes of admirers flood into 
your facility and praise you for the benefits you bring to them in helping them do their jobs? Why 
dream? Through your plannieg efforts, this can become a reality! 
Your day has come ... Thursday, April 23, 1998, is International Special Libmiass Day (ISLD). This 
exciting day is the perfect excuse for you to blow your horn-and I mean blast those trumpets! Of 
course, one should strive to make everyday count-each day a new opportunity to shine-but Interna- 
tional Special Librarians Day was created to help you do this! Providing excellent service is the best 
form of promotion. The next step is to make sure that your organization recognizes the value of the 
services you and your library provide. Promoting your facility is an ongoing activity, involving winning 
advocates, lobbying, networking, marketing, and public relations, 
As we all know, getting the recognition from senior management figures is especially arduous 
task. Does yo:x senior management executive or CEO acknowledge the role of the library in providing 
the information on which his or her decisions are being based? Does he or she take the delivery of infor- 
mation for granted? Most se~ior  managers often rely on ofhers to provide them information and do not 
question from where it origisates. It is up to the library staff to Worm a ~ d  e xcate these managers. 
The theme for ISLD '98 is: The %me is Now! So on this speciai day, strut your stuff. Let anyone and 
everyone in on the fact that thanks to your information endeavors-be it through your lntranet devel- 
opment; detailed; routing slips; accessing, organizing, and packaging information; clipping senice; re- 
search gathering; or Internet searches-you are a critical player in the success of the organization! Go 
out there and gain the recognition you deserve for the valuable role that you play in the international 
sharing of infamation. 
Do something fun and creative to show your organization tihe value of the information you provide! 
Check out Public Relations Outlook (page 9) for a few celebratory ideas that have been shared by SLA 
members over the years. Start planning your celebration now. SLA wznts to reward and recognize you 
with one of its PR awards! 
In their 1993 report, Special Lib,yaries: Increasing the Infonnation Age, Don King and Jose Marie 
Griffiths of King Research conducted a comprehensive analysis of 18 organizations and their special li- 
braries. Through this research, it was articulated that many organizations felt that if they had no li- 
braries, the professiondis' productivity would suffer, inflicting a penalty cost on the organization. The 
reasons given were that the prcfessionals would have to spend time acquiring information rather than 
doing their jobs, or if they chose to work without information, they wculd not fiinction as effectively or 
efficiently. Based on hun&:eds of surveys and interviews, it was esthated that if the organizations did 
not have a library, the cost would be $12,000 per professional. 
This issue of I~onnaton  Outlook has a focus on plannirig-from an orga~izational viewpoint as weU 
as from this association's viewpoint. Chdenge yourself and your staff to incorporate some of these plan- 
ning tips and case studies into your own facility's strategic plan. When assessing your vision, mission, 
environment, vdiues and priorities, use these articles with solid advice as nodels from folks who have 
your best interest at heart-fellow li~rarians. Whether you are coming up with a new strategic plan for 
your library or if you are developing one from scratch, use ISLD '98 to give your well-planned identity a 
positive boost! SLA is proud to welcome LEES-NEXIS as our returning partner for this special day. 
So, what are you waiting for? The time is now! Give it a go! 
David R. Bender, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 
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Fred Roper, Ph.D., AHF9 
dean, College of Library and In- 
forsation Science, University of 
South Carolina, Coiumza, SC, 
has been inducted as an Me&- 
c 2  Library Association (RTLA) 
Fellow for his outstandag ef- 
forts or, behalf of his profes- 
sion. During fhe past 25 years, 
Dr. Roper has exemplified MLA 
leadership, serving as Continu- 
k g  Education Committee Chair, 
:Knowledge and Skills E s k  
Force Chair, and on the ML4 
Board of Directors. He is also 
an active member of Lie %A. 
Dr. Roper was inducted &is 
past Nay during the P:wards 
Ceremoany aand Znncheon at the 
asseciatioc's 97ta annual meet- 
ing in Seaxk, WA. Roper is z 
member of the North Caroiina 
and SoutI^ : Cardina Chapters, as 
we11 as the Biomedical ii Life 
Sciences Division. 
Card Ginsburg was recently 
promoted to managing d~ector, 
Information Center, B m k r s  
Trust Company, New York, hYs 
effective January i ,  1998. Gins- 
bzrg fomded C9e New York in- 
formation Center at Bmkers 
Wdst Ccmpany in 1982. Cur- 
rently, she is responsibie for Cie 
management of Information 
Centers in New Yorkf London, 
Taronto, and Bdtimore. She also 
mmages the Preseztatior, Group 
ir, New York, wkich consists of 
document processing, corporate 
graphics, multinedia pre- 
sentations. She is a f ekw of 
S U ,  cliak of the frofessional 
Development Csxmittee, and a 
rnexber of &e Information Sey- 
%ices Adviscry Cound cf Cie 
Conference Bozrd. Glnsk~rg is s 
mexber of the New York Chap 
ter as well as the B.~siness Q 
Finance, Information Technolo- 
gyp aand LSbrary Macagement 
Di%isior,s. 
K 
N 
-&%ichde S. Kleinn, PiKI?? 
manager of Y~rary services, 
Chidren's Eospir;ri of Michiga?, 
Detroit, has been apckted  t.2 
Cqe Xatiosai Library of Medicine 
(N'LM) Board of Regens. K1ei~ 
wJ rovide the board wit?. a 
specid interest in assisting hos- 
-it-: - and medid librarians, who 
provide inf~rxation to he&i 
czre professionals and patients 
on a lo& and ins$t.jtiond :eve;, 
She is a member of the Michigan 
Qspter 21% &e Biomedicd Q 
Life Sdences Dh6sioc. 
SLA's Web site has been 
selected as one of the top 250 
Web sites for the 1999 Axeri- 
can Society of Association Ex- 
ecutives (ASAE) Foundatiar, 
Study, YJorid-8Ciass Vie3 Sites. 
Over 1,006 associations par- 
ticipated In the ASAE study, 
wKch focused on Web sites 
that zdd significant value to 
their organization's missios. 
%A's Web site was a h ?  se- 
lected as a "Worid Class Web 
Site" for tile week of jrriy 7 ,  
6997, by ASAX. 
PhiPadefphia Chapter 
and APO Libraries 
The PWzdelphiz ,Chapter 
an6 Art Libraries Society have 
joined iogether XI collect more 
fnan 98 chil~ren's books at a 
holiday reception held at Bryn 
Mawr Zollege, PMadeIphia, PA. 
The books were distributed to 
ci~ildren who reside at a Phila- 
deiphia-based s~bstance abuse 
treatment center that provides 
inpatient rehabtbi'itation treat- 
ment f3r men and women. 
$@cia8 Science 
to Celebrate 7 5 th 
A~niversa~y 
To celebrate the Social Sci- 
ence Division's 75G7 Anniversa- 
ry at the Indi&?apolis Confer- 
ence, we invite all attendees to a 
conferecce-wide series of special 
progrms on Resday, june 9, 
featwing Doris Kearns Gocd- 
win. The noted historian and 
author will give a keynote ad- 
dress at 9:30 am., attend the 
Social Science Civision's anni- 
~ t e r  on versary luncheon, and I- 
in the afternoon, talk bssebali' 
The division particdarly wants 
to thank EBSCO Subscription 
Services, the first major sponsor 
to demonstrate support fcr the 
division's conference-wide an- 
niversary celebration. 
Goodwin's books incl~de 
f ie  Atzgeralds and &e 
Kennedys, Lyndon ]ohmon m!nd 
the Amen'can Dream, and a Pu- 
litzer prize for No Drdinay 
Ifme: Franklin and Eleanor 
Roosevelt: f ie  Home Front 
fluring World War 11. Her most 
recent book, Wait Unti! Next 
Year: A Menoir is abcut 5er 
growing up in the 1950's. 
Goodwin is also a regular con- 
mentator on the "News Hour" Come join in fne Social Sci- 
with Tim Lehrer on PBS and has ence Division's 75th mniversa- 
also writtec numerous articles ry ceiebration! 
on politics and baseball. 
1988 1997 1988 :997 
UNtTED STATES CANADA 
Source: Annual Salag Sumq 1997 
Special Libraries Association 
Science eference 
(Search re-opened) 
.Milton S .  Eisenhower Libray 
The Miifon S. Eisenhower Library of The Johns I-;opk;ir,s 
University seeks an enthusiastic and forward-:hin:ang 
librarian to tramform its ScienceiEnglneering iibrary inlc a 
user and technoiogy-centered infermation service. The 
ScienceEngineeri~g Library is a cewiy renovated floor In 
the main library with a coilection of 322,Om volumes, 
2703 curren: periodicais, and a Large number s f  eiectron- 
ic resources. The Acquisitions budget for science and 
engineering is apprcximateiy S2.500,OUC. A team of four 
librarians, inc!udir,g the Coordina:~:, seiect b o o b  and 
provide reference, Instructiona.l and iiaisor. se-wices 
to the 20 science and engineering departments. The 
Science/Engineering Library is a unit within :he Resource 
Services Departmen:. 
RiZSPONSIE!LITIE: You will deveiop a program t5at best 
meets the needs of rhe science and engineering faculty 
and students. SLIch a program will include ascertair.ing 
what inforxation, products and se;vices scientists and 
engineers need and how ?he s:aff and the iibrary wi!l 
deiiver these products and services. Strategies wii! 
include eiectronic product deveispment, the packaging 
cilstornization and marketing of useful informa;icn, docu- 
mefit delivery services, interface system des ig~ ,   an^ the 
faciiitalion of interdisciplinary research. A high levei of 
interaction between faculty and students ar:d the IiSrari- 
ans is essent!al. You will supe,v:se rhree iibrarians and 
student staff, manage the Science Reference Fund and 
the ScienceEngineering anterdiscipiinary Fmd and 4-6 
subject funds depending on backgrsmd and experience. 
You wii! serve as  liaison to Welch and Applied Physics 
Laboratory iibraries, a s  we2 as  a member of the 
Coordinator Group in the Resources Services Department 
to help manage the deparlrrsnr and provide a strong 
cooperative relationship between h e  Science/ 
Efigineering Ltbrary and the departme~t as a whcie. 
Q'LMIFICATIGPrs: M S  frov. an U accredited libraLy 
school and wethree years' experience in a special c r  sci- 
encdengineefing library is rewired. Two or more years' 
experience in coiiection deveiop~en: andlo: referace is 
strongiy preferred. Ycm must have demor.stra:ed abiiiry to 
conduct seminars ard instrdctionai programs. Experience 
workirg with infom.a:ion and networked technoicgies. 
kcluding designing and creating web sites and pages, I s  
higXy desired. Excellent interpersonal skills, Includir,g the 
ability to work weil with coworke:~ and admL~istrarors anc; 
a demandirg user group, as well 6s demonst:a:& leader- 
ship qualities, saper\iiso,y eqerlence, and the ability to 
work fiex2dy ar.d creariveiy fi a changicg enviro~nent are 
aiso needed. Mu mils; be Wiiing to wcrk a fexibie sched- 
uie, including ever%ngs and weekends. For more i n f ~ : ~ a -  
tion on the iibrary, please consuit our Web site a?: hl?p://~:ii- 
ton.mse.jhu.edu:80(P 1Aibinfo.h:rnl. The starting salav range 
is $37,800 - S48,OO dependil?.g upon eqxrlence and 
edilcation. Exceiier,: benefits inckide tuition pians for staff, 
s p o s e  and dependen: children. 
TG be considered, please send letter of application, resume 
and three letters of reference, Indicating jcb #S97-65 1 5  by 
Febriary 27, 1998 ro: 
I fiornewooc! Human Resources i i 9 Garland Hall 3400 N. Charles Sfree: 
U b w y  
The University of North 
Carolina-Chapd Hi, Keneeth 
Flagler Bzlsiness School, recently 
opened a new comprehensive 
g a h z t e  career service li'kiry 
in the new Bagh IGcCoIl Bzlild- 
k g .  Tae lifirwj iP,dudes 33er- 
opsc cetv~orking, a~tdio/visua! 
Fou atcs 
Mrt hjbrary 
The Amateur Athietic Foun- 
datioc ( M F ) ,  has czeated a 
LOOXING FOR W CATALOGIVG PLXTNER? Sicce 4935, &e CCLC 
TechPro se,xce has oFexd customized atdoging and phys- 
iczi processing of mterids in ali bYaliograpkic formats and 
in many l a ~ g ~ a g e s  at prices that can reduce overag cat&".- 
ing costs. Fc: straightforward projects invoiviog books, seri- 
als and videos, ask about our Basic Price Qptioc. Cd 1-8CO- 
848-5878, ext. 4385 or e-mas: rnlzrciaast~~C@ocIc.og. 
 WEE^ CUSTO.~R!K~N-CUSTOI\~ER !ee&ack On yWr library 
sewkes? %knt i~sights to executb~e information needs? 
Our research services offer s u x y  resources to s:3pport aE 
types of initiatives..,new product ianazizes, ximeetion ef- 
forts, i m g e  assessments ... and more. W&en questisn- 
rp ccston- naires, personal ictesv.iews, acd fccns g2ups 2,-
ized. to your needs. Contact Chis Bison Q Associates, 4lC/ 
647-6708; cisoe@access.digex.ne:. 
e Silver Sereen 
Whether you are iooling for a new perso- 
na, a role modd, or a way to assimilate into 
the entertaiment hid~stry, information pro- 
fession& are k good company on the silver 
screen. Ir! her VJkter 1997 edition, Katie 
Clark, editor of t$e Indiana Chapter bulletin, 
Indiann Siml; listed a couple fun Web sites 
that list moges in whi& a librarian character 
is portrayed. For a little fim, put yozr knowl- 
edge tc wo2l u:d take this quick qrk.  
InvestigaCi.g White Mouse scandals may 
be nothing cew these days, ~ L X  in thii 
M&Jy acci&ed piare ,  a library clerk 
gaye Steu~xt) working in the largest spe- 
cial library in the Unired States, gives ck- 
culation rebards to two reporters working 
on a high-pdik s t 3 3  Jamie Smith jack- 
sofi and Ron Menc'hke play W&tshi@on 
Post news librarians. Name the picture ... 
In tke movie "Bur$ar" this famous co- 
medienne has an unusual hobby of 
breaking into mansions. Her day-job is 
quite an honorable profession-work- 
ing in a li'nrary. Name this actress ... 
Spencer Tlacy is hired to install a new 
c o p - ~ ~ t e ~  in &e reference department of 
a teiev%i.on network. The news librari- 
ans, flayed by Katharine Zlepburn, Jom 
Blondell, Cka M e d  and Sue Randall, 
are kIowkdgabie, capable, and efficient 
professionds. Kame the 1950's flick ... 
Actor XI; fdobbics plays a successfd 
banker wilo murders his wife and her 
lover. svh:.le serving time, he takes over 
the prison library. It becomes a key lo- 
caticn in  he filn, and is used for high- 
schod equivaleacy education. Name the 
1995 film that presents a positive im- 
age of a prison library ... 
In the 1956 flm "Storm Center," this fi- 
ery smd-town librxian sets her "fa- 
mous eyes" on the task of fighting cen- 
sorship acd championing the right of 
free speech by refusing to ban a book 
on communism, Name the star ... 
6. Pretty woman Jdia Roberts works as a 
librarian who must escape her abusive 
inusband by faking her own death. She 
5Ten takes a job in a library in another 
city and attempts to re-establish her 
life. Name the PJrn ... 
7. LI "The Spy Who Came In From The 
aid," this leading man plays a dis- 
gaced spy Pmed counter-agent, who 
works in a Iibrary devoted to the oc- 
cult-1 guess one could call that a special 
rorary!?! Claire Bloom plays a librarian 
and former commde. The actor is ... 
8. Parker Posey plays a young woman 
who is arrested and gets her godmoth- 
er, a librarian, to bail her out. In an ef- 
fort to repay borrowed monies she 
works as a library clerk. After some 
time, a cegative experience becomes a 
positive one and she decides to attend 
library school and enter the profession. 
Who says librarians don't "just wanna 
have fun?" Yame the movie.. . 
9. In the movie "Joe Versus the Volcano," 
aer as a t ~ i s  funny man once battled d m ,  
firefighter, then embarks on a career 
change, becoming a librarian in a corpo- 
rate advertishg department. Kame the 
famous comedian with the starring role ... 
10. A couple of ii'hrians take to the screen 
h tiis l98C's blockbuster movie. Actress 
Dru~xriond fmds herself in a 
"spooky" scene, as the card catalog in the 
l k i r y  becomes a site of paranormal ac- 
tivity. The lik.r.rzry administrator, played 
by John Rothmnan, is plagued by ghostly 
apparitions. The "spirited movie title is ... 
Axts'$iers 
1. All The President's Men; 2. Whoopi 
Goldberg; 3, Desk Set; 4. The Shawshank 
Redemption; 5. Bette Davis; 6. Sleeping 
With The Enemy; 7. Richard Burton; 8. Par- 
ty Girl; 9. T m  Hanks; 10. Ghostbusters 
For a comprehensive listing of librarians 
in the movies see the following Web sites: 
Librarians in The Movies: An Annotat- 
ed Filmography 
http://library,lib.binghamton.ed~/staff/ 
mraishimoviesiintroduction.html 
You Oughtta Be In Pictures 
http:li~w.dra.comiresourcesllibrary/ 
1ibrariansli'orary.htm 
'The Time fs Now!" 
To Make Your iSED Plans 
As the holiday season has come and 
gone, you may think there is nothing left to 
plan and cdebrate. Of course, it's never too 
early to start thinking about International 
Speciai Librarians Day (ISLD). SLA, in part- 
nership with LEXS-NEXIS, is proud to an- 
nounce ISLD '%-The %me Is Now!, on 
Thursday, April 23, 1998-annually the 
Thursday of ALA's National Library Week. 
This special day is your opportunity to fea- 
ture the seniices of your libraiy/information 
center and the contributions it makes each 
day to your organization. Here is a list of 
ideas and suggestions to get your creative 
juices flowing: 
write an article for your organization's 
publications; 
give Internet search tips to help with 
most commonly asked questions1 
problems; 
challezge willing participants to a 
timed-search on the Internet; 
create trivia games or smvenger hunts 
for clients and co-workers; 
explain how YOU ensure the informa- 
tion you give to y o x  clients is correct; 
offer a discount coupon for services you 
provide; 
produce a flyer-stuffer to go in pay enve- 
lopes or add a note on the routing slips; 
post a flyer or wear a promotional but- 
ton announcing the event; 
For more infomation on "FubZic Relatlom Outlook, "or to contribute to the column, please For more information, visit the ISLD 
contact DCaxtor; Public Relaaom jennfkr Stowe at;. 1-202-234-4700, ext, 6634; fa: 1-  page of the SLA Web site (http:l/ 
202-265-9217;. e-mai/jennj6er@sIa.org. www.sla.org/pr/isldweb.html) . 8 
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It's a good thing Ciat x y  job isn't 
gaxged by 5ie Eevei of activism within tke 
%A membership, bemuse Tacking such 
activities is nearly ixpossi3le. BG~, every 
now acd again, 1 a x  pieasantry surprised 
by a rePo& in a chapter newsletter or an e- 
mail from a mezber that shows just kow 
m c h  SLA members care. 
New Yo& special librarians have r e p -  
lady Bken a leadership role on a variety of 
matters. During 52e secocd half of 1997, 
they did it again. Rita Ormsby, L'Ie rxw 
Government Reiations Chair for the Ne%j 
York Chapter, used the chapter Iistser~ arid 
newsletter to infor: members regarding the 
U.S. Governmer,t7s ef%rts to revise the 
Standard 0ccupahGpial Gms'cai2Gn Man- 
ukTI% definition of a Iibrarian. For those of 
you who aren't aware of Giis matter, $ease 
visit the goverment reIatioas sec'lion of the 
SLA Web site at: ~fivw~sla.org&ov'L~htd~ 
m. " in:s was and should continue to be of 
interest to aE specis librarians. As New 
York Chapter President Lois Weinstein put i:: 
(Chapter rdm~s, Vol. 2, I99 7') , "If yon Link 
that this doesn't affect you, read what hap- 
pened to one librarian:" 
'''Ail you aeed to do is become m e n -  
played to reaIize what an aggravation the 
SOCM defin%on is. I know. IE '&e s=e of 
MEPJIw:~, when you appiy fcr uaempioy- 
ment benefits, you have to piace SBCM 
num3ers on [aj job appiicztion fom. I read 
the definition for "iibrarian" m d  did a dou- 
ble take, hoping t~ find some other job title 
that fie my experience. &as, 'he sz te  e m  
phyee [dassified me] as a iibrarian. Then I 
had the av~kwzrd experience of lxrning 
down these hideous jobs and havisg to ex- 
plain to the perplexed state employee, week 
after week, that'yes, librarkm is technicdly 
my title, b.~t I am not a c2Zlogxer ... I am 
~ 3 t  3 circulation derk ... I am aot a tedhlsi- 
cian... I m not a readel's advisor.' Y almost 
last x y  menployment benefits because the 
guy thou& i was t;misig dcwn wcnderfd 
jobs that were abvimsiy in the definition ci7 
x y  SOCM Gie." 
Orxsby composed a letter offering sug- 
gestions to the Bureau sf Labor SZtistics 
JBLS), Me agency in charge of Lie SOCM 
revisions. She consnlted wk'n %A kead- 
quaqers to determine the appropriate ep- 
proach on this issue. The ieEer was ap- 
proved by the Kew Yck Chapter Executive 
Board and sent tc BLS. SLA aeadqiafters 
also sent comments 32 behalf of fie entire 
membershi?, wit'n inpr;t from a variety of 
sources. incindhg Ormsby. 
The s~tcome was a saccess for SXA 
nexbers. But Gle most valuabie lessss 
here is Ghat a cizapter worked. k x d  to get its 
message across on government poiicy that 
affects the professioc. 
Again, quoting frox iA72instein7s xzicle: 
' ' ~ ~ ~ , ~ ! e  1 ari  prond arid &Iighted '&at SLA- 
New York was able to be invoived ia such 
an effort, this is zn issue tkat goes beyond 
a specific type of ii5rarBn cr inf~rxation 
ny,.r pdess;or,aL --. This is ax issue that can hel? 
c: hurt all types of information prcfession- 
ak. 51% is the type of iss.je-alrko:3@ sot 
the cniy me, tkat we m s t  use to read? 
across libray and informtion associatio~?_ 
boundaries 3 k g e  a mited front 5h.t 
speaks to the decision makers. ?'he power 
of tke m ~ y  aan diverse as act as a voice, 
. ", . 
a strong, unrnea voice, w i t h r ~ t  weakening 
our individ~ai strengths." 
Amec, Lois. Coqp&1a'Lioss to tke New 
Yxk Chapter for taking oon such issues and 
:~~~tnnhg wit5 them. 
~ztp.okZzicing Westcheck 5 0: 
The new cite-checking quote- I 
checking; case-retrievz'ng, l i m -  
saving monq-sauing, mistake- 
avoidkfig soJtwarefor lFESTUW 
When legal researchers ask you for help, 
V2skheck" 3. O for Vi:indows lets y 3 ~  per- 
form cdta5on research for them with greater 
e a e  an6 speed-and better 
resultsthan e17er 
before possible. 
Research in 
your choice of 
citators-inc1ud- 
ing Keycite'". 
'I3rcugh Westcheck 
3.0. you have quick 
easy access to all 
t!e power of KeyCite. 
kju can also c k c k  citations in Insta-Cite" 
9: Sheparz's". 
Find the hidden weaknesses in cases 
using Table of Authorities. 
VC7est Grcq's new Table of .kthsrities ser- 
vice lists au5ccrity cited by a cae .  It's a 
usefid tool fsr Bnding weaIwesses in your 
Retrieve documents from WESTLAW at 
offline, transactional prices. 
VC7hen you h c w  the citation for a 
WESTLAW docxmect, you can retrieve it for 
.. 
automaticaliy remg- . I 
nizes quotations in your word-processing 
dccuments and verifies them against the 
wording in ui",S?ZKW@. 
In seconds extract and check multiple 
citations automatically! 
Why waste time and money typing in 
citations i~dividluaiiy, waiting and paying 
online for resuits and then printing or 
- 
downloadicg the results? 
.h citations extracted 
from wxd-processing documents-or from 
lists you have coxpiled 2nd naintaned- 
Westcheck 3. G wili check ail your citations 
at the s-me time. In the time you might 
normaliy have s ~ e c t  to check one citatioc, 
you'il have a completej weli-organized report 
on aery  citation. 
a fixed, transactional price via Vestcheck 3.0. 
This can save you money a d  means pre- 
dictable and contakable pricxg, wjth no 
surprises! h 
Order Westcheck 3.8 now! 
If you ciirent1y use an earlier version of 
Westc.beck: FEstcheck 3.0 will make your 
citation research faster and nore efficient. 
If yo3 current$ do citation research witho:ut 
software assistance, you'll find t:he improve- 
ment to be breathtaking! 
To order your FREE Vatcheck 3. O 
software, please call 
1-800-WXSTLAW (1-800-937-8529). 
Iqo r t an t  Yoz: Y w  nust  h2ve a LVESYL4W 
password to ecjoy the beiiefits of Y~tcbeck 3.0. 
-WEST GROW 
'1' '"' 
BcncioftWh>'ney . Clark 3ocidnanCclaghan 
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Since this issue of Infsmnsaticn Outlook 
focuses oe strategic piancing and hcw 
chapters and divisions car, use %A's stra- 
tegic plan as the basis for their own, the 
?lace to start CQis ccIumn is with samples 
of some existing glans. The Speciai Librar- 
ies Associatioc's Strategic Plac is online at 
http:llwww, sla.org/assoc/slaplan.ht~i~ 
Three chapters, as of this writing, repre- 
serL examples of uzit pplr:s. There nay  he 
w~~.san-andreas-s1a.o:gl~ flen foiiow 
links to "more information." then "ar- 
cizives.") As other ucit plans are CeveIoped 
o: revised, we hope CLQ see them an Web 
pages 5s well. 
The nzaiinkg iomtions mentioned in 
Chis artide x e  more a b u t  the piamkg pro- 
cess rather than s a p l e  placs. The vxious 
sezch engines used to 2nd kfomation on 
strategic plan&ng produced lxx&eds, or iz 
other units that printed their plans in 2.n 
issrre of their bclletin which is posted on 
h i r  Web pzge, but there was no obvious 
link to them. The chagters are Cincicnati 
( h t t p : l / ~ m .  sla.orglchapter/ccic/chapter- 
infolstrategic-plan.htrd) , Rhode Island 
jhttp:llacad.bryant.edul-lh~angerl 
pIan.html), and San Andreas (http:l/ 
some zses  tE.,susz:ds, 3f potential hits. 
M i i j i  of t3ese were commercial sites s e b g  
various types of management consukikg ser- 
vices. They turned up beause I thought it. 
wouZ be Werestkg to include ~eferences to 
games or oti7e: @es of leartmi~g tools that 
wouid faditate the process of prepzrkg a 
strategic pian, and stmc?~red t3e search 
Document suppliers tome and go but CISTI is here to stay 
CISTI has been providing information since 1924. Our in-house collection grows by 
1,000 new items a day. We are one of the world's principal document suppliers in science, 
technology, engineering, medicine and agriculture, processing about 2,500 orders daily. 
CISTI's successful document delivery service is built on 5 principles: 
1 Reliability 2 Speed 
Our dedicated Most orders are 
stag and fdly processed in ' one 
antomated system day, while osr 
supply articles, nrgent service 
reports and confer- de1:vers in only 
ence proceedings C: hwrs. 
from cnr in-home 
coliection. 
3 Flexibility 
We offer 12 
options for order- 
ing (OCLC, DOC- 
LINE, Web and 
others) and fax, 
Ariel. ftp, or print 
delivery. 
4 Economy 5 Client Service 
Articles can cost Our ciient service 
as low as $8 each team wil! impress 
(plus actaal copy- you with the fast 
right chzges). and meticulous 
Pri- ~ e s  are even way they handie 
lower for high yocr concerns. 
volumes. 
For a free Guide to CISTI's Dciczment Delivery Services or to register contact CISTI 
at 1-800-668-1222, cisti.info@nrc.ca or http://ww\li.nrc.ca/cisti 
CELEBRATING 75 YEARS OF SERVICE IN 1999 
operating pians. Some of the other sections 
of this site from the Support Centers of 
America mention publications and find- 
raising tips that might be of interest to 
chapters and divisions. 
The Management Center's Web site 
(http:r'/m.trncenter.org) provides connec- 
tions to resources in nonprofit manage- 
ment. They offer an extensive list of links 
to other locat:ons in categories that include 
"nonprofit me%-indexes with multiple 
linksn, newsgoups, listservs, and publica- 
tions. Aithoxgh this organizatioc is based 
in nor.thern California and some of the in- 
forrna~on is geographically specific, most of 
it is useful wherever yoi; are. 
One of several associations for non- 
profit~ Gzat have a web presence is the Na- 
tiocal Center for Nonprofit Boards (http:/l 
~m.ncnb .o rg )  with its focus on leaders, 
both paid and voiunteer. Their publication 
section iists resources in two areas of inter- 
est to our topic: strategic issues (lobbying, 
visioning, finacciai policies) an8 strategic 
planning (includes books and videos). 
Their education section has a frequently 
asked questsns list that, includes planning 
topics and also provides a way to e-mail a 
question that is not covered by the FAQ. 
A number of academic institutions cover 
strategic planning topics. Some of these, 
however, are quite awkward to use because 
the search engine lkk  puts you in the mid- 
dle of an artide or book chapter with no 
way to get to tize beginning of the piece or 
tc the parent orga~ization. One source that 
does offer better access is the Case Western 
Reserve Universify Mandel Center for Non- 
profit Organizations (~~Q:/ /WWW.CWKU.~~U/  
msassimandelcenter) with its "clinic" for 
nonprofit management and governance. Al- 
though it appears to focus on faculty, stu- 
dents and alumni in the Cleveland area, it 
has some gocd links to other places with 
strategic planning information along with 
its own, lFtles from its lecture series were 
also interesting. Providing real world case 
study work for the students, which might 
be a source of inexpensive help, is another 
goal. No doubt other colleges and universi- 
ties provide simiiar services. 
Strategis (http:i/strategis.ic.gc.ca), an 
ictriguing site fmm the Canadian govern- 
ment, provides another source for strategic 
planning information and it's available in 
both Englnsh and French. "Strategis" is a 
partnership between government and in- 
dustry with a focus on business develop- 
ment, so it is xore commercial than the 
other sites dismsed here. There is suffi- 
cient content, however, to merit a mention. 
A quiz offering to help confm the need for 
strategic planning, a list of questions on 
planning challenges, and a skills assess- 
ment tool with several subject modules are 
some of the applicable sections. Because 
this is a complex site, here are some more 
detailed addresses to get to those sections: 
http:i/strategis.ic,gc.ca/sc~indps/ser- 
vicelengd~cisplintro~html, 
http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/sc~indps/ser- 
viceie~:gdoclsp/steps.html or 
http:/!strategis.ic.gc.caisc~indps/ser- 
viceiengdoc/skills/index.html. 
So check out some of these sites on stra- 
tegic planning as your chapter or division 
develops or updates its strategic plan. And 
if you find other sites that you think are 
worthwhile, be sure to let me or other mem- 
bers of the SiA Strategic Planning Commit- 
tee know. 8 
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Dow JONES HAS PEOPLE TALKING. 
'6The Wal  Street Journal@ Interactive Edition 
is a revolutionary site that utilizes the &I1 
capabilities of the internet." 
Judith Mandeibaum 
The Cyberskeptic's Gwide to k f e m e t  Researchh, -Ma& 1997 
"1f any of the traditional 
senvices are going to 'make it9 
in the new Web environment, 
f 'gf bet on DOW  ones." 
If you can't find it here, 
it hasn't been pu"alished.d9 
Mike Hogan 
PC Computing, November Z996 
For more information about Dow jenes, 
visit sup W e b  site or cali 808-369-7466 ext. 413%. 
'A hf i  featured Web service evolves fmm NewslReirievai:' lnformaticn Today Ocrobei !847, p. : 
0 Irformation Today, hc.. Medford, NJ 609-654-6256 
D I997 Dow Jones S Company, Inc. All rights reserved. DJ:-73j $2.37 
The Specid Libraries Association deliv- 
ered its anrx;al Sate-of-the-Art Institute, 
"Knowledge Management: A New Competi- 
tive Assett te a soid-out audience Novem- 
ber 6-7, 1997, in Washington, DC. The In- 
stitute, sponsored by Disclosure, Inc., fo- 
cused on the emerging phenomenon of 
knowledge management and its application 
in today's changing basiness world. Pre- 
sentatiom from leading experts in the field 
educated infcmation professionals about 
the coacepts, toois, and techniques of 
knowledge managemest; the s k i s  and 
coqxtencies required for practitioners; and 
real-life iessons from the field. 
The InstiC~te begzn with an insider's 
philosophy behind the knowledge man- 
agement movement, Alison Tucker, mar- 
keting analyst fer Buckman Laboratories, 
Mexphis, TN, pointed out that in the in- 
formation age, the key factor of competi- 
tive success fctr organizations of every 
size wiil be the abilZy to acquire and 
manage knodedge assets. As an associ- 
ate of the knowledge transfer department 
at Buckman Labs since its inception, 
Tucker expiained that at Buckman, 
knowJ.edge mariagement is all about "in- 
volvement, comxitment, creativity, pas- 
sion, and iiltimately freedom to do every- 
thing we car;: and use all of the knowl- 
edge we have to make sure that we have 
done our u t m s t  to satisfy our custom- 
ers." Fcr this reason, corporate executives 
around the world are embracing "knowl- 
edge managexent" as a way of leveraging 
the organization's inteilectual capital. 
Nigel Oxbrow and Angela Abeli of TFPL 
Ltd., London, U.K., explored the skiIls and 
competencies that are required in order to 
put a knowledge management plan in 
piace. As managing director and principal 
consultant of a company that provides pro- 
fessional services tct the i;lformation market 
in both Europe and North America, Oxbrow 
and Abell have discovered that it takes 
leadership, politid and business under- 
standing, team building, communication, 
change management, flexibility and focus, 
and most importantly, a vision, in order for 
knowledge management to successfully im- 
pact an organization's bottom line. 
The Institute then turned its focus to the 
app.ication of kaowledge management by 
exploring the experiences of two well- 
known companies that have instituted a 
company-wide knowledge management 
plan. Patricia Foy, director of knowledge 
strategies for Coopers Q Lybrand, Stamford, 
CT, discussed &e lessons she learned when 
she moved her company to the forefront of 
the knowledge management arena. Foy ex- 
plained the important role technology 
played at Coopers Q Lybrand and discussed 
the need to get buy in from all the people in 
the company that are involved in knowl- 
edge sharing-information users, technolo- 
gy experts, the knowledge management 
team, and vendors, As part of their strate- 
gy, Coopers 6t Lygrand instituted a very 
successful 1nt:anet site called "Knowledge 
Curve" which assists in making knowledge- 
sharing as simple as possible. 
With the many changes taking place in 
today's business environment, the R.W. 
Johnson Pharmacextiml Research Institute, 
Raritan, NJ, tcrned to knowledge manage- 
xent as a way to meet these challenges and 
overcome them. Cynthia Scott, director of 
global and document mznagement at R.W. 
Johnson, described how the Institute's 
knowledge management strategy is to inte- 
grate in for ma ti^^ into business processes; 
address the utilization and adoption rates 
- 
more infomatiolz "ProJessionai DmeZoprnent Outlook," or to contribute to the col- 
aleme contact Director; Professisional Dtwhprnent Valme T q b r  at: 1-202-234- 
?xt. 6 l  %;fa: I-2Z-265-93l7; e-mail: valen'e@sla.~r;g 
of information; and identify, capture, and 
re-use intellectilal knowledge. 
Day two of fne Instilt~te took a different 
approach. Dr. Jay Liebowitz, School of Busi- 
ness and Public Management at George 
Washington University, Washington, DC, ex- 
plored the various methodologies for imple- 
menting a successful knowiedge ranage- 
ment program. Liebow& commented "you'll 
fdil behind the competi'lion if you don't take 
knowledge nxinagement seriously. Corporate 
culture needs to be conducive to promoting 
and s h a r i i  knowledge." He added that 
companies mmt "create thinking, learning 
organizations ... ;eve@ knowledge reposi- 
tories and have an infrastrxture tc main- 
tain hem." , 
Liebowrtz then led the Institi~te attend- 
ees in a case study exercise which illus- 
trated how to practically apply the method- 
ologies he presented. The case study fo- 
c~tsed on a hypothetical company and 
asked attencees working in groups to pro- 
pose a kaowledge management strategy 
for the company and present that proposal 
to the Board of Directors, which was com- 
prised of Institute presenters and other ex- 
perts in the fieid. For attendees, the exer- 
cise proved valuable practice for proposing 
a knowiedge management plan within 
their own organizations. 
The Institxte concluded wifn a lively 
presentation from Dr. Le~vis Perelman, pres- 
ident of the Kanbrain Institrr~e, Alexandria, 
VA. Adopted from the Japanese word " h n -  
ban," Kanbrbrain meam just-in-time learn- 
ing, expertise, support, experience, and col- 
laboration. Pereiman coined this phrase to 
embody knowledge management-the fu- 
sion of work, learning, knowledge. and 
know-how that is a quantm leap beyond 
the xatomation/information age. To pur- 
chase 'Knowledge Management: A Kew 
Competitive Asset," call SLA's book order 
department at 1-202-234-4700, ext. 643. 
Or, order electronically through SLA's Virtu- 
al Bookstcre at www.sla.org % 
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Fifth Ed tion 
has created ano:her mi1es:one fci Ilman's 
industr 
&i ;:as  renowced referecce work &re avzilzbie cn 
iai chemists. Now aii 37 volumes of 
a single CD-ROM. it's cutting edge search a d  retrieval 
software saves vaiuable time. 
To e~labie ycc rc M i y  evainate the beaefits of 3i:InacB 
on CC-ROM w-e zre -,leased to offer a demoastraeion 
disk incorporating :he eq-~ivaien: of three voiumes of 
the pricted edition. To receive a copy of the 
demcnstra:ion disk, piease mire to the address below 
or call 212-850-6124. Nerwcrk Licezses are available. 
Piease cor:tact the puhiisher foron :more details. 
3-527-20159-9 CS  (window) $14,330 
3-527-2G10C-9 
C c q k l e  Prict Versioc SlS,109 
Order f ~ o m  j70:x vendor or contzct: 
john W7iley & Sots, Icc. 
6C5 Third /i.ve. 
Attr: S. Nelson 9th Floor 
New York, NY 13158 
as been an along (or beyond) the path we have fol- sue of Harvard Business Review. 0 
describe the present process so that all planning exercises. In many respe~%, SLA's this vision, as well as our first steps to 
members car;. better understand the current experience has grown up with the strategic more broadly involve the whole member- 
apprcach % handling our association's fu- planning discipline in general. You can see ship and our partnership with SLA units to 
+,, L ~ L .  The evohtion of strategic planning a wonderful graphic representation :a six- make the plan and vision a reality. 
withia SLA has beec a process of matura- foot wall chart) of the development of these The strategy game at SLA is a complex 
tion in botiz our understanding of and management theories and the working dance of the inter-related needs and inputs 
of the membership, the units, the board, 
and C?e headquarters staff. The partnership 
Stephen Abram is directoc Corporate di. News Informahon ~rt /HS Micromedia Limited in that has grown to become our strategic 
Toronto, Ontdo, Canada, He is a director @SLA and chairs the Assocution Strategic planning process is neither complete nor 
Planning Cornnittee. He can be reached at 1-800-387-2689 exL 2594 or via e-mail at: perfect. Every time we go through a plan- 
sabr~m@mimmedia.on.ca. lane Dysart is a partner with Qysart & Jones in Toronto, ning cycle, improvements to the process are 
Onta~io, Canada, an qanization which oJen works with clients in the area of direction made and learning happens. Some sugges- 
plannl'ng. She is a past-president o f S .  and w e n t &  chairs the Assocration Awu& Com- tions appear a t the  end of this article for 
mittee. She can reached at 1-416- 484-6129 or via e-mail at dysart@inforamp.net. ongoing improveme~ts to our process. The 
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Strategic Eanning Com~ittee, acd indeed 
the entire Board of Directors, welcome any 
input you may have for krther improve- 
xents to our future p'ians and the plancirlg 
process. Fee: free to contact any member of 
the committee iisied on page 20 or any 
member of the Board of Directors whc are 
l i s t e~  ic the most recent Who 3 ME. 
The new ?pian integrates a nnxber of stra- 
teec  piaaning initiatives that hwe  cc- 
cured ia recect years. You will scte <qat 
this plan induces: 
seed: Why does FL~ exist? Its raison d'Ctre. 
Vision: What do we want to be? The picare 
sf D C ~  preferred &xe-it's a stretch acd 
gives us direction fez tke fiit:~re. 
Va&~es: What ccmnsn vakes do om mex- 
bers kcid? VLiat's impor'mt to us? 
Mssisn: V.cat do we do? 
Etf~rbpnment: &%at's happening in the 
~ ~ o r i d  flat affects us? 
Strategies and Tacticrs: What are the k e e  
msst ixportant stzategies t4 BS? 
Priorities: TA%zt is m r  ~OC!IS in Cie s 5 c ~ -  
term based or, 51is plan? 
2 k e  a isok at 0v.r piaa. I7oz; will see Czar; 
i t is .  we believe. a fa.-rezdqing m e  5ased 
GE a positive v i s io~  fsr <ie fi~ture of speciai 
iibrarians, kfcrxation professionak, and 
our associatica. We k ~ o w  tkat it car; dcve 
and pcE us k a Cirection where we w2l 
ccntinue tc achieve success ia onr profes- 
sional Eves. Of conrse, this wiil hap- 
pel: if ever;. m e x k  comnz:ts to make %eir 
own positive csnZib~Xioc. 
comxitke is not myste:,aus ad, %e 
mcst association conmittees, 8s ~:ee?kgs are 
open to a y  n e x b a  wko chooses t~ ackcd. 
Skce 1989, t3e SZztegic ? I a r , ~ g  Ccmnnizee 
h.s been camposed or" swap, xexbers, %ese 
kckde tF~ee  exba bas of the Board of Exez- 
tars as follows: one seacd-yex diiector as 
ckak one first-yw director (semes as chair 
k the second ywj, m d  the president-eled; 
the treasurer xPLd 21~ executive directtr x e  
ex-officio menbers; one diapter pnsidect, 
m e  division c M .  '%"~leommiZee is 
charged wi5  redvisxg fne Strategic Pian every 
tpjee yms (sr more &e;tes if it decfdes C$s is 
necesszy) a d  dedikg if a xajor update is 
secesszry. The rnrnmixee dso faciiitates r e -  
:3Ix &scmion axi sdection of assodatim 
gs&s imd priorities by 5x boxd; provides 
oppor-mlities fo"a:qxit by chapter presidents 
a d  divisiar, chairs: by the treasurer, SLA 
headq~arkrs m d  S-is members manieSrs 
progress snder Cze cz;~ent p1m ad reports 
6s the board at the z i n x i  ccrJerence. 
i 
j Fall Board of Directors 
Strategic 
Planning 
Cammiittee and 
aad Members 
Strategic planning 
session with board; 
usually full day; 
usually more free form 
and oriented to long 
terrr: "blue sky" 
thinkii .  
Topically-oriented 
Strategic planning 
session with Board 
(e.g. in 1998 this was 
on the SLA governance 
structure). 
Association Annual 
priorities and goals 
reviewed (1998/1999). 
The board is connected 
through a listserv 
where ongoing 
strategic issues are 
discussed informally 
prior to official board 
meetings. 
Approval of next year's 
budget (1998, in 
October 9 7 )  following 
Finaxe Committee's 
recommendation. 
Long Range Financial 
Plan and communica- 
tion plan reviewed 
and adopted in Oct. 
1997. 
Association program 
p1anni:xg assurnptions 
for following year 
(1999). 
Management Plan 
received and reviewed 
by board (1999). 
Ongoing monthly and 
quarterly review of 
finances against 
strategic aims and 
object;.ves. 
The Executive Director 
and EDAT (Executive 
Director's Advisory 
Team) report to the 
board on ongoing 
operational initiatives 
as well as provid~g 
documents for 
discussion of new or 
recommended 
initiatives. 
Association prograrn 
planning assumptions 
for following year 
(1999). 
Executive Director 
leads a post-conference 
retreat for senior staff 
(EDAT) to plan 
operational respocses 
to board direction. 
Executive Director 
constantly reviews 
headquarters operations 
to ensure they are 
aiigned with the 
association's strategy, 
goals and vision. 
Chapter cabinet 
chairs and board 
proctors report to the 
board (a: every 
meeting) on the work 
and activities of 
chapters, divisions, 
caucuses, and 
committees. 
Units hear reports of 
strategic initiatives 
through DACOLT 
(Division and Chapter 
Officer Leadership 
'Training) as well as 
chapter and cabinet 
and joint cabinetl 
board meetings. In 
1997, SLA initiated 
DACOLT and cabinet 
Iistservs to continue 
the networking and 
sharing throughout 
the year. 
Units and committees 
report tc the board on 
their activities or 
results in the ?ast 
association year as 
well as receiving 
o~going training 
through DACOLT. 
An association-wide 
Supersurvey is taken 
every five years to 
audit the state of the 
association. 
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WniIe no one process is perfect or be 
expected to contime forever, 3 is the verj  
nature of S U  to build tcwards a ?orm&ed 
process that can grow the next platem, 
R e  chart on page 19 shows some of the 
steps CQat have become f o r ~ a k e d  over time 
in our process. You Z n  see that no single 
p u p  "antrois" SLXs strategies, dthsggh 
f ~ d  decision-m&ir:g authority rests with 
the Board of Directors as a6v':sed by the 
membership, its comz-Jttees, and sur staff. 
196&The Pianning Committee creates 
"Gods for 1970" 
1971-Long Range Plan developed. for 
197'1-1974 
1981-Special Cormittee on Long Xange 
Plannhg authorized to "Plan for Plannig" 
4983-First ''Mission STa'emerT adopted 
1985-Long Range Pianaing Committee 
definition and composition approved 
498f3-First Five Year Lmg Range Pian a?- 
proved based on a Mexbership Survey 
1988-Adopted new SiA h%sian State- 
ment 
1988-~ong Range Ranning Committee 
name changed to Strategic P'laming Com- 
mizee 
4988-Strategic Pianaing CoEnittee mar- 
date and composition updated 
1989-Strategic Pian 1999-2005 approved 
1(190-199GA~nu& review of strategic 
plan and priority setting for Association 
goais 
199GSLA Wsion crafted and adopted. 
1997-Xew Strategic Plan: renewed, revi- 
'dized, and adopted 
1997-Strategic Priorities revisited and Vi- 
sion Statement reviewed 
1998--Comrnznication of strategy and vi- 
Sim to association members and units 
We have some weahesses isl our state- 
gjc planning process that we czn ir:prcve if 
we put our minds and energy into it. We 
s~ f fe r  the shoemaker's ckildren's sy2drome 
in flat we do not use research enough to 
inform our decision-making. We shouid 
consider inproving our eetlvBonmenfzl a& 
diting skills to more formaiiy collect trends 
and kr,ova"Lioas from o~tside of OG? r e a h  
Vie get gocd acivice from our headquarters 
staff about association management trends 
'L;?rough CIek invoivement with the M A E  
(American Socieq of Associatim Execs- 
"Lives; and a n  be justifia2iy proud of our 
progress and leadizg edge position in offer- 
4ng our association's services more vk t~a l -  
iy. As we2, our own members invo!vement 
with iihrzy and iafornztim ir,d.~stries 
he ip  tc keep us abreast of this area. 
With the m a ~ y  rapid chazges in onr so- 
ciety and the erosicn of barriers Setween 
what were once distinct industries, we must 
consider a more formz1 and. broaCev envi- 
ronme~td  sczrxizg sewice fcr the board as 
well as 21e menbersirlip at iarge to assist 
om associatioa and onr mmber's strategic 
pianning activities. Vie w3 mike some 
progress in &is dkectior! thczgh SILKS 
participation in the Phase 5 study where we 
will receive semi-annual audits of our 
members' adoption of rapidly changing 
technologies (see "Filling the Planning Vac- 
uum" on page 34). We strongly encourage 
you t~ particeate in this Web-based survey, 
not jwt once but during every cycle. For 
those of you that subscribe to Edupage or 
Innovatiop, 13: otller e-mail trend-spotting 
serdces, u7e envision a similar service for 
the SLA community. 
All.hough Llre have a well-built system of 
networking, we s t 3  don't communicate well 
enough sso that all our members and units 
are well informed about the strategic direc- 
tion, professisnal changes, and new infor- 
mati02 wailable. Vie are attempting to alle- 
viate some of this lack of communication 
through a nbmber of strategies. These in- 
clude tizis specid theme issue of Informa- 
tian Oathok; communication of strategic is- 
sues to the Chapter Cabinet and DACOLT at 
the Winter and Spring 1998 Conferences; as 
wen as ongoing Iistserv discussions about 
long tern strategies and their importance to 
our overall growth as a profession. 
We will continue to struggle with ensur- 
ing that we receive enough membership in- 
put to ensure that the association plan both 
reflects the members' needs as well as in- 
cludes enough stretch to move us forward 
to our futures. To Llis end: 
Use your division, chapter, and unit 
listservs to discuss what you need from 
your association; a number of board 
members iurk and participate in these 
forums. 
Contact your cabinet officer, president, 
or headquarters staff to make your 
views known (there's no excuse with 
the plethora of technologies from our 
Web site, e-mail, fax, and good old 
snail mail.) 
Take the opportunities provided by our 
face-tc-face meetings in January and 
June 1998 to provide your input and 
ideas. 
Fill in ail those questionnaires you re- 
ceive from your units, headquarters, or 
on the VJeb site. We do actually work 
with Ciis data and information. 
Please participate-we need your input, 
your ideas, and your energy. Our future is 
what we decide to make it. 
Note: f ie authors wish to especial@ 
acknowleee and thank SLA3 Manage6 
Information Resources john Latharn for 
his assistance with the research for this 
article. %% 
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A VISIONARY FRAMEWORK FOR THE FUTURE: 
SLA'S STRATEGIC PLAN 
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The Special Libraries Association (SLA) is an interna- 
tional association of information professionais and spe- 
cial iibrarians in corporations, media: finance, science, 
research, government, academe, museums; trade asso- 
ciations, nonprofit organizations: and nontraditional en- 
terprises. A special librarian is a knowledge professional 
who provides focused information and service to a spe- 
cialized clientele having an impact sn their success, mis- 
sion and goals." 
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Our global society, based on knowledge and ~nder- 
pinned by information, demands that information pmofes- 
sionals and speciai iibrarians lead or guide these devel- 
opments. The Speciai Libraries Association must exist 
to provide a positive environmefit for newqorking, com- 
munication, research, skiils growth, and other develsp- 
mental opportunities for these professionals to develop 
and enhance their competencies, aptit~des an6 atti- 
tudes. This Association ensures ?hat its members are 
prepared and empowered to have a growing and signifi- 
cant international impact, through the apgiication of 
knowledge and information strategies, for the benefit of 
their enterprises, their clients and society at large. 
i P ' p 6  qxq 45*&,>i, 
The Speciai Libraries Assoc;atbn wiil be the leading 
organization in information arld k~cvdledge inaclstries - a 
catalyst in The cieveioprnen~ of a giobai knowledge-based 
economy, and a strazegic partner in the information- 
based society 
9. P ~6.7, - v &@B% 
The SLA vision is foirnded in the shared values of ifs 
members. We support our commitme~t o professional 
excellence by: 
A recognized need for continuous iearning and pro- 
fessional development to maintain iesding edge skilis 
I The leadership role of the Special Libraries Associa- 
tion and ihe Association's efforts to help its members 
become information leaders in our organizations and 
in our cornmuniiies 
ill The roie of the Association in the development of in- 
formatiov! policies 
iii A service ethic fsi our ciients and our ability co re- 
spond to the? needs by adding vabe to information 
services and producls 
Bl Cornrnitmeni is the use of fechnoiogy to enhance our 
. . jo~s ,  our organizations, and society 
iii The creation of new paradigms oi: information ser- 
vice and delivery and realizing the opportunities 
they provide for our continued role in the infofi~ation 
econorry 
Bppo~tunities for networking - for SLA professionais 
ro meet, ccmmunica';e and coliaborate, 
To advance the leadership role of' SLA members in 
putting knowledge to tvorl for the benefit of decision- 
makers in corporations, government, the professions, 
and society as weii as to shape the destiny of our infor- 
mation and knowledge-bssed society 
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information and knowkdge managemen: is at the 
center of business and society in the 21st century The 
rise oi knowledge-based industries elevates the role of 
special librarians as change agents and ieaders who 
provide the information needed is zchieve the reaiination 
of the goals of their organizations. Specific conditions 
which will have an impact on 6 2 ~  members' s;lcce%s and 
effectiveness inciude: 
N Continued growth in the amount of: and demand for, 
relevant information 
8 Changes in the inteilectuaj and ecsnsrnic value of 
information 
I GIobai orientation of information 
il Rapid and continuing technological change 
Partnerships between information professnonals, in- 
formation providers and ciie~ts 
I Changing national and international informaiio~ poii- 
cies, laws, and infrastructures 
Bl Changing economic models which creates both chal- 
lenges and oppcrtmnities for grmvth. 
!&pa$ sg?ies and Tac&;,$ 
In support of SLA's vision, mission, and priorities, the 
Strategic Plan is a vjsionary framework to enable SLA cf- 
ficers, members, partners and staff to make decisions 
that affect the future, Annual operational plans, devei- 
oped by the Executive Director, will provide specific di- 
rections toward achieving SLA's strategic goals, 
gv&eg.ing & o f e ~ ~ ~ @ w ~ ~ s  
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I Prsvide dynamic continuous learning and profession- 
al development to advance all levels of member ex- 
perlence and knowledge 
I F'rovide leadership development opportunities 
I Establish, communicate and update professional 
competencies 
I Execute research pertinent to the changing needs of 
the protession 
I Enhance networking and discussion opportunities for 
communication and collaboration through the annual 
conference. chapter meetings, electronic interchange 
and other learning formats 
I Promote voiunreerism on behalf of the profession and 
Ass~ciat io~ 
I Recognize the diversity of members (levels, knowl- 
edge, needs, age) and provide services and pro- 
grams that are targeted to meet these needs 
Recruit new member populations that enhance our 
c.apabilities as information professionals and knswl- 
edge leaders 
I Retair? members 
I lnfiuerrce curricula in graduate academic programs 
and jn professional development and continuing edu- 
c7ation programs. 
g~gyjo%Cng &g jf&ue of Sbs 
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The Association will promote members: 
as valuable, proactive partners and leaders or: cross- 
functional teams, task forces, and committees in their 
organizations 
W in leadership roles ir, their organizations and society 
1 a.s the primary fact-based, value-added, content pro- 
viders in their enterprises. 
to oTher decision-makers as key players in the infor- 
mation societ~ thus increasing the value of SLA 
members to their organizations and society 
I interests for enhanced professional status 
I access tc services that give them a competitive edge. 
u&$ng V&&& $%ssociat$on B- ':. 
I Use technology to remove barriers to access to the 
Association's services and programs 
I Provide the means for members to communicate, 
learn, govern, organize and collaborate in a virtuai 
environment 
I Pursue global membership growth vigorously through 
retention of existing members and recruitment of new 
members, targeting those in the information profes- 
sion who will benefit from membership. 
W Foster identification with the Association among all its 
members and offer membership services anticipative 
of and responsive to member needs. 
BrBoyi%is$ 
While the Strategic Plan establishes SLA's direction over 
the long term, priorities will be reviewed and adjusted annu- 
ally. The priorities are based on membership input which 
includes a Super Survey, other research, chapter, division, 
and other unit input and Board and staff discussions. 
The current priorities are: 
C ' A ~ ~ , .  *. . ;-,'.*., 
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il Ensuring that SLA members have opportunities to de- 
velop the professional competencies and skills. 
j +3k.v $- a :?> 61: fC*:e p~af$8%1a11 
To narrow the gap between the value of the informa- 
tion professional and the perceived value of special li- 
brarians and information professionals among deci- 
sion-makers. 
r .  d c y s s  #. . 1.3 ?B;s ,$&.w.. Wk2k8$&t-3. --,CI: 
II To ensure the ongoing relevance of SLA to its mem- 
bers in the next century by managing our transition to 
our vision of a virtual association, whereby all mem- 
bers will be able to access SLA services globally, eq- 
uitably and continuously. 
We believe that by accomplishing progress on the 
above priorities, we will ensure a healthy, growing and 
successful Association for the benefit of our members. 
* This Strategic Plan uses "special librarians" inter- 
changeably with "information professionals. " 
This Plan was formulated by SLA's Strategic Planning 
Committee and formally adopted by the Board of Direc- 
tors in June 1997, 
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by Richard I? Hulser metilods that have proven to be successf~l 
h t3e past. This strategy is similar to plac- 
"? hess players ofter: rely on zing for the use of teckmiogy in infoma- 
their knowie6ge of what tion services. 
has been ac3~aEy tried, tbe T There cac 3e sppofldnity or danger in probabnity of its success (or fd- the unknown and unseen. Tizick &out the 
we), ami a x  c o n 9 ! ~ d y  aiert 9 new ac- use of technology as portrayed k soxe sci- 
tions, incorporating this informtion into ence fiction televisior shows. What. may 
their next move. They ma.y Zke a risk with seem to be empty space to the inhabitants 
an untried method or stick to one or more of a spaceship may actzaily be an area 
Richard R Hulser is a ccwuItant with IBid and a member ofthe SLA Board gf Birectm. 
He has many years gf experience in inJomaaon nianqement, inciudihg working with Ir- 
bray and m1Iseuni clients in strateg'c technolo# planning and impicmentatr~n. He has 
authored numerow artides and book chapters related tc teciznolc. we in fnJrndoa ser- 
rJices and has@'ven presentatam- at a p an@ BfintemaiiOnal mcctlhgs. 
?Jed with inforx~tioa ji.e. mother space- 
ship) "cloaked" or hidden from view Bekg 
w m e  <!at ssuch iinforxatioc may exist and 
being pueye6 to Oeal with i: is a i t i d ,  
whethtx it is amaiiy encon~tered or ~ o t .  
Similarly, it is secessary to deveicp a 
strategy for infsrmatioa sewices to &so 2n- 
ticipate rechnoloy- as yet zcavaiiabk or 
easQ seen as arspiicabie to curreat aid, 'kt- 
ture needs. 
Success%i technology aypli~tion fsr in- 
formation senkes  is based on 2s fit to ac- 
+ LLJ r needs, as we: as r e a k k  expecitiocs 
of wkit a n  be accsiq~ished using techcol- 
ogy. 5% w ~ y  : o achieve tkis is tI:rov.& 
proper strategic planning. includes an 
assessmeg of m x n t  resomces and f m x e  
needs as part of the development of a stra- 
tegic p l a ~ ~  to harporate technology inzo in- 
formation services. 
Strategic $dnnhg for technology can be 
applleci to units witkh Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation JSLB), Vdzshiigton, DC (herein re- 
ferred to as %e association") and other as- 
sociaticns as well as the workplace. There- 
fore, sugestions on qpiying the strategy 
planning priiiciples to chapters, divisions, and 
other units of the association wilI be dis- 
cussed in &;is &kle as deemed appropriate. 
$ ~ P ~ ~ ~ T  FxoM T-iHf  FOP 
DeveIopment of a strategic plan for tech- 
nolog7 b e g h  with getting full support 
from appropriate senior xanagement within 
the unit or entire organization, preferably 
the higllest level executive such as the 
president. The support should be in the 
 for^ of appointment of a team to develop 
the strategic technoiogy plan and appropri- 
ation of resources needed to complete the 
pian. This sets Kle skge for obtaining re- 
sources to inpiement the plan when it is 
completed. It also strengthens the ability to 
gain cooperation among units within the 
organization co deveio~: and implement the 
pian, often called "buy in". 
in the case of the association, the man- 
date 2.nd direction typically comes from a 
unit's governing board, with help and add- 
ed support from the SLA Board of Directors 
and SLA headquarters staff. 
-.- j; b3 < - 87 > : i- 4 .- 
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The next step is to convene fne team 
charged v S I  developkg a strategic technol- 
ogy plan. %e members should be com- 
prised of L~diviCuaIs from across the insti- 
tution or orgariization. Members of the 
team should indude, for example, decision- 
makers from areas which are part of the in- 
formation services infrastructure, such as 
the lik,rary, re,coords management, data pro- 
cessing, as weIi as senior management or 
administratioc (in the case of an education- 
al institution). There sf.,ould also be appro- 
priate rep:esentatives from departments 
Lqat are served by the library or information 
services cer,ter, such as faculty or research- 
ers. Technology awareness and use, as we1 
as expecktions, can be found in varying 
degrees thro~gkout the organization and 
this is the best way to include a variety of 
expertise and kncwledge. 
1% approach, while sometimes dimcult 
to ackdeve, can serve to engender mutual un- 
derstanding md respect, as well as form the 
basis for alliances with other areas within the 
organization. Parlicipation in the planning 
process by these members ensures that the 
technology piar, coincides with the mission 
and goals of tkLe organization as a whole, 
takes advantage of resources throughout the 
institution, ar.6 neets the needs of the infor- 
mation services' constituents. 
In a similar fashion, divisions and chap- 
ters of the associatlon can draw from a va- 
riety of sources, ixluding members with 
and without technology expertise or man- 
agement of techcolcgy projects experience, 
as well as assistance from the association 
staff and Board of Directors as needed. 
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It is important to keep in mind the um- 
bre1Ia under whic? information sewkes and 
the application of technology are provided 
within an organ~zation. The mission and 
goals of the pzrer,t organization provide the 
framework within which such services are 
provided. A review of the organization's 
mission and gods, as well as the objectives 
to achieve the goals, should be done on a 
regular basis as ~hese are likely to change 
more often than eley have in the past. 
Determination of what needs to be done 
for t3e future for organizations and associ- 
ation units starts with analyzing what ex- 
ists today. Some of the initial steps should 
include: 
Identifying the clients or constituents 
for the information services provided by 
your organization. These typically are 
internal people or members of your 
unit, but may also include others such 
as members of a consortium to which 
your institution belongs-an arrange- 
ment which may require some level of 
reciprocal services which must be taken 
into account. 
Determine the current information ser- 
vices and resources requirements of 
these clients, s s  well as their expecta- 
tions. How was this compiled? A sur- 
vey or other process may be needed to 
gather actual data rather than relying 
on your own assumptions. Comparison 
of these results to analyses done by 
others car, be helpfd in assessing 
whether the requirements are un ipe  or 
similar to those of other groups. 
Analyzing how the current services and 
resources address clients' needs and 
the effec~iveness of technology use on 
those services. 
The next stei, is to determine what will 
be needed in the future and what the gaps 
are relative to services currently provided. 
What -\~ilI be the information require- 
ments 3f these clients or members over 
the next three to five years? 
What information services and resourc- 
es s h r ~ i d  be in place to address those 
needs? 
What are the gaps between the needed 
future services and those provided to- 
day? %at and how can technology 
help close those gaps? 
Major techndogy changes are now con- 
sidered to occzr approximately every 18 
months. Given the typicai planning and 
budget cycle of organizations, this can be 
unnerving. While such changes must be 
kept in mind, the key is to focus on the fact 
that technology will continue to change at 
an accelerzted rate and account for that in 
the planning and budgeting process. Be 
careful not to reiy on any specific technolo- 
gy as the answer for the long term, but 
rather as part of the answer. It may be nec- 
essary enhance the current technology but 
it might also be more practical to migrate to 
a totally different technology in order to 
satisfy long term requirements. 
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Effective strategy requires proper bal- 
ance and management of several resources. 
The elements of these resources include 
physical resources and people, as well as 
the pclicies ad procedures which govern 
the implementation of the strategy. 
name of the inforsation bwiness 
today reqcires use of technology, but this 
does not mean Clat technology is the only 
answer. Indeed, *ere is a great deal of infor- 
mation st% in non-digiM fom. "Anaiog" in- 
formation, such as books and other physical 
resources, will be around for a long time. 
Yet, an increasiing amourit of information is 
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being made available in digit& form m d  
there are some ways to %&le this in the 
planning process. 
S ' t  by sdecting a subject area impo:- 
&; to ymr organization and determine 
what is ava3able in electronic form already 
and what sources (whether ictern& or ex- 
ternal) vb":I1, provide Cigiii content in t2e 
n e a  future. Based on this assessment, you 
can determine physical space and mx:age- 
men: needs, as well as hitial technoioa 
managenent needs. Repeating this process 
for sweral priority su5ject groups will yield 
infomation to determine where investment 
in digital content and technolog is reqbiired 
to support storing or accessing that conteent. 
It is definitely appropriate to expiore op- 
tions for providang tradition& in-house ser- 
vices in anoKkr way. Can 51e sewices be 
outsourced either partially or fully so Ciat 
more time and resources can be spent $3 
vahe-added sewices? Is outsourcing some 
services more cost-effective or are there fac- 
tors which inhibit use of such alternatives? 
Technology is d s c  a physical resource. 
For instance, disk space is just that-space. 
n:oma- While storage capacities of digital i " 
tion per unit space of hardware is increas- 
ing, K2e complexity and space requirements 
of digbI inf~rr~ation is also increasing. 
Equipment and other resources are required 
to maintain digital informatioc, take up 
space, and cost money. They must stlso be 
factored into planning. 
Systems already in use may not be c q a -  
bie of meeting new hnct imd needs 4.e. 
management and delivey of digital m-4% 
media), nor able to be upgraded to do so. In 
addition, these systems may be located in 
another department or at an outside service 
and the plans sf those goups to do sticiz 
enhancements may not coincide with your 
needs or time when yon need them to 5e 
done. Centraked or decentraked manage- 
ment of technoiogy ar:d sblt~port is another 
factor to consider, Options of mzin%iniir,g 
digid content i s d y  or remotely needs to 
be inclucfed as well. 
implementation of a project shouid be 
done in stages, working from a small "proof 
of concept" to both ensure the intended so- 
lution is possil~le, but dso  to provide a re- 
sult which san be used to promote the 
project for further implementation and ex- 
pmsion. If the iqiementation of the "proof 
of concept" for some reason does not prove 
to be viable, it is likely much was learned 
anymy while at the same time a limited 
amount of money and cthe: resources have 
been expended. implementaticn of new 
technologies is not done by everyme. Some 
organizatior,s tkr4ve on bekg on the edge 
wMe o51ers prefer to implement only 
"proven" 'Lecilnolcgies. Tizere is no right or 
wrong on this, only what is rigllt for your 
environment and culture. if your emkon- 
ment is wiilicg to explore new teckinobgies 
and accept the associated risks, &en be 
sure a.nd kdud.e h a t  in the piannicg. 
i,- T*:; p~3;p;J ~ ~ - ~ > ~ - ~ ~ ~ ,  
Ixpiementatioc of any kkid of tedinoio- 
g requires soze level of skzls, educa2.on, 
and training of staff, wwiG?er they are pro- 
vidir,s information services cr responsibie 
for support of &e t e c h l o g  implementa- 
tion. Users may also need some ievel sf 
skills or trainkg to effective!y use C2e tech- 
nology-based sedces, 3anning for teth- 
nology should include these elements both 
in time as weE as budget. 
There is often a sibation uihere sGff 
have a vzrie$ of howledge and ex2erience 
vritf: technoicgy. Xew and appropria'e tech- 
n i d  s k i s  are requied by staff to efficiently 
use in?piemented technologies. Sttong, yet 
flexible, trainkg programs saq provide a sol- 
id base for addressir:g this need. Such train- 
h g  can be fonnzi, such as in a class, or k ~ -  
fomai, sudi 8.s atlendmce at conferences or 
workag on a self-stxdy module. Members of 
association units also ~7itry in te&nology 
skiiis experience ard therefore form& 
and informa! education acd traking should 
be incorporated ir: progms. %ese sic& 
a? &so be utilized in the workplace. 
Org&?izationd s t r m r e s  and cooperation 
z e  dso ixpo?aqt considerations. D ~ ~ I c  
times nquke dycmic orgx:iza~ons. M a k  
t a k i ~ g  reporthg stxckxes that have become 
Iarge and unyidding to change limit the abZ- 
ty to adapt quidXy to new challenges. Empk 
bu.iIders or maktainers may irkibit the &ZQ 
for kswative tecPmlogies to be applied to 
current "L orme needs. As the strategic 
tecknciogy pBn is developed, maagement 
teckiques ad repcfing ihes shozld also 
be examined for t k i r  appropdateness a d  
effectiveness ir: addressing requirements 
and use of teckology Techniques sud? as 
team approadies can inckde fomai or kfar- 
mal goups to de2 with presskg needs or to 
provide senices. These CZE be przt 3 piace 
~n a temporary or pemaeBt basis, dspend- 
Lqg *on what is requked. 2 is essential flat 
&re is cooperatbe witha: a depxtment m d  
beween depztxents Lq order to be more ef- 
Bcient and effective k the use of resources, 
and ter~poray team zre m e  ilray to intro- 
duce C?s ki ari o:g.nizatiop,. 
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Policies and procedures E n  help or 
hinder a good information tecimolo,gy strat- 
egy $an. They may need to be adjusted, 
e1ix:iiiateC~ cr new oones put ic place in or- 
der tc accomnodate capabilities of new 
kxhnologes. Access :o the iVebP for in- 
s a x e ,  has repired many organizations to 
adjust 5?&i nterzal policies. 
'flhjk <?ere is m w  an eqhas i s  on ac- 
cess ksteacf cf ownershi?, ownership m y  
sometimes be &e appropriate choice d w  to 
reasons sack as ir,teSectual capitd secxity. 
In addi'$cn, pIicies and procedures oc 
what needs to be iod ly  or internally main- 
z i i~ed  can 5e affected by the apa5ni'lies of 
implexeateci techcology systems f x  seczri- 
3 of cor?tent and its transmission. 
The use of tefbnoiogy ia daPj work is 
nc longer a frii or option, k t  rzS,izer an in- 
t e g d  part of s e~ ices .  Therefore, s3ort- 
tern or ace-time F m k g  of techno1og-re- 
iated resources just vdl  not suffice. WkZe 
scme resources may ic2iaE37 be obta&ed 
C?rcugh gants  or o'her one-time Fdnds, 
ongoing mai~tenance and upgrades need 'Lo 
be wcven kto the bzdget for the h k r e .  
%is is imperative for core operations. 
Confacing education and training of the 
senior managem~~t ,  as well as the szff, ic 
use and managenen: of technology is im- 
gortaz:. Bocedu.res skouid incoporate s ~ c k  
+'" L L G L ~ ~ .  "?' 
5 - P ilL THE ~ . J C . ~ X F ~ : . L ?  
Measurement and evaluatio~ of inter& 
eC success is an oftec fcrgoEec, ye'. key 
, L e  li PC of a stra:ea jrpian. As a strategic tech- 
onciogy , plan is deveioped, imflexectation 
miiestones a d  ofher k d s  of neasure- 
men% should. be inchded. Tqis wig provide 
a meacs to identify successes and prsbiems 
early* tkus d~ lowi~g  for adjus:mer:t of re- 
sources accordingly. Ixpropc a@cztion of 
'Lechnology, sack as witbout a real need, no 
matter how sophisticated the technology 
can waste time, energy, and money. It 
doesn't "look good" either. 
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On 'Lbe positive side, it is important to: 
PIan for change - it is the only constant 
new ways to provide services as ap- 
propriate for the organization 
Consistently gather client requirements 
a~nd adjust services accordingly 
Maximize use of all resources (people, 
space, money, technology, professional 
cannecticns) 
Form alliznces with other information- 
related and technology-based services 
within your organization 
Make sure you have cohesive intra- 
and interdepart~entai "buy in" 4 
Keep aheast of the big picture of your 
organization. Aicng with technology, 
xrmy organizations are undergoing 
major shifts and changes. The mission 
and goals of the organization two years 
ago may not be what is intended for the 
next few years. 
Be proactive in aligning proof of orga- 
nizational successes with information 
services provided 
On the other hand, be sure not to: 
Create a strategic plan and put it on the 
shelf 
Depend on management to implicitly un- 
derstand tlne value of your information 
senices, use of technology, and how 
they are tied to organizational successes 
Rely on technology to solve all your 
problems. Ensure that senior manage- 
ment has a realistic view of what tech- 
nology can and cannot do. 
Expect what worked last year will work 
this year 
Expect everyone to come to you for in- 
formation services-they may (and 
probably already do) find it elsewhere. 
The technology strategy game can be 
won by applying these principles and sug- 
gestions to you; organization or association 
unit. Take a deep breath, carve out the time, 
and press forward and give it a try! 
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trategic Thinking Wasn't a 
Core Course 221 Library Schssi 
Some have said Clat strategic planning 
is a fancy expression for Z?e simple notion 
of deciding "whereiwhatiwhs do we want 
to be (for whom) in one-Ciree-he years?" 
In our hears, we know it's anything br& 
simple to achieve that war~dy dowing pic- 
ture we hold of a desirable future state.. in 
fact we might hesitate to believe it could ac- 
&ally come tme, itence str8tegic planning 
may f,II apart somewhere between Cream 
and acticn-not a mention somewhere in 
the crush of dady workloaCs. 
The fact is, of course, that without stra- 
tegic planning few of a s  wiil succeed (in 
anything other thm surviving. if that). 
"Vague" as some might find the activity. it 
is nevertheless cmcial and Cesexing of 
much =ore time than most of us feel we 
have to devote. Management planning re- 
treats gone awry? or mereiy to wzste, have 
given the discipline a bad name, and tilere 
is some skepticism about "consu!Ziba:Jble". 
Marketing bre, of coxrse, is so well 
kcow,r-Lie P's and $1 that-&it & we 
have to do is think strategically a5out our 
Products; their Place (where and hsiv cli- 
ents can obtain them); Ckir Positioning 
(vis a vis aiterna$xs clients have); Ckir 
Price (even if co money cihnges hands, cli- 
ents s%II pay ~ % h  their time and effort); 
and how we Promote them. Inspired by 
Stephen Abrax? I'd like to add znotkr P: 
the method by which we Provoke the sale. 
tfowever, I suspect thinking strategkaEy 
comes na~ra i ly  'lo a minority anong us. 
Plannhg and organizing for a ft:t:~re event 
are no sweat-for exmgle; moving a lar- 
gish library facility tz another location in- 
volves a lot of dez2 without Bzing zs-but 
deciding on and executing s strategy is zr- 
other mtter. Wot on:y that, s trate3 has be- 
come 2 more a d  more chailengiig 
domah in step with Cie increasing ccm- 
piexity of most organizations' knovdedge 
related ac5vivities. 
E3ere's more. It is not even possible to 
isolate Cle information center's strategy znd 
",a: with it tIIe way we might, for exampIe, 
deal with its buzget. Our strategic direction 
must be closely z':igned with C2at of ';ixe 
entire orgznization, aad esgecially with Clat 
of the Informtion Technoiogy csmponent. 
Hence we mrmt determine QGK strategy 
without htimate knrdedge of the overall 
direction of the orgacizatioioa and its fi~izre 
approach to k~ovdedge management. For 
that reason aIone we must dwdsp strong 
rdationships with key organizational uni'ls 
in order to "be at fc?.a zble" when decisions 
are nsde. Therefore, sur "strategic p I m  
nirg checklist" begins at C?e jeginning, 
with effsrts to ensnre we are connected tts 
the corporate decision-makers in a wzy that 
goes beyond the relationshi? beo,veen re- 
questor and senice provider. 
Uli'a de Sm'cker is president-elect @the Toronto Chapte~ and president @de Stplkke7r"sso- 
dates, a comulfing practkeJocming ci! strategic planningJ& i~fiimaticn products and 
services. She can be reached as uds@xe.net. 
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So how to get a grip on the future? What 
are sone concrete steps cne could follow in 
order to fom, arthiate, and then imple- 
ment a strategic plan for the future success 
of a kncwledge based service (once known 
as an information center)? In the following, 
I use :he information center as a reference 
example. but the points made are equally 
applicable to professional associations and 
their chapters 
In many cases, I have found that a basic 
set of questions can be helpful in raising re- 
lated quesdons and hence in guiding the 
process of shaping tibe future. I organize 
the questior;~ according to a natural se- 
quence invoiving assessirlg the current sit- 
uation ; xndcstanding stakeholder priori- 
ties; responding appropriately to those pri- 
orities; communicating appropriately (mar- 
keting) to sbkeholders; and ensuring that 
stakehcicfer reaction is fed back into adjust- 
ments and new %txxre plans. 
2 .  T&hg Stock: 
Perception, ather Plagers 
Skilled to the nth degree in measuring 
the tangible evidence in use statistics, 
search Eogs, and vendor bills, we may find 
that assessing the perception others have of 
us is rather less straightforward. Two main 
questions should be addressed with brutal 
honesv: 
How is our inJonnation center perca~ed 
in the oganizatlon by identlJiablegroups? 
Rigkt now, if we were to accost three 
random employees ic the hallways of 
knowledge intensive departments (sucib as 
RGtD, marketing. customer service, and IT) 
and ask them what they thought of the in- 
formation center, what would be the likely 
reaction? In other words, what proportion 
of employees (a) know we exist and (b) 
have an opinion about our service? 
How do key individuals see us? As con- 
veniently available and highly competent 
support staff, or as key players in corporate 
direction setting? It may hurt, but finding 
out what the key people real& think can be 
a healthy beginning to a long-term process 
because it iwites the next question: What 
did we do or fail to do in order that this per- 
ception came about? Ergo, what should we 
do differently m the future? 
It is impcrtznt to recognize the impiica- 
tion of the fact tkat information technology 
has proliferated: We can no longer be the 
reactive masters af an esoteric art (as 
Stephen Abram has clearly explained in his 
pieces concerning transformational librari- 
anship); now we must be part of the busi- 
ness process of the organization that pays 
our keep. In other words, we must be at the 
table when the business makes business 
decisions. No lo~ger a separate (albeit re- 
sponsive) semice available on call, we must 
be an integral part of the business process 
and the decision process. 
It all adds up 10 assessing our profile 
and reputation, deciding what we'd rather 
they be, and working backwards to put in 
place activities that will generate a new pro- 
fCe and reputation. New behaviors may 
have to be learned, such as projecting an "I 
am a key player in corporate success" atti- 
tude and backing the projection up with 
concrete accomplishments, becoming com- 
fortable asking a senior executive to lunch 
in order to discuss mztters of mutual con- 
cern, and the like. 
Who eke in the organizatian is doing 
something others compare to (or conufiLse 
wit@ what we do? 
Interestingly, there is another huge class 
of individuals who describe themselves as 
information professionals. They work in In- 
formation Technology, and typically they 
have VPs with budgets that are orders of 
magnitude larger than ours. As a direct 
consequence of technology developments, 
specifically in the area of Intranets, they are 
increasingly involved in information man- 
agement and tend to approach information 
tasks without hesitation, regarding them as 
just another manifestation of the IT work 
they have always done. Vendors are aware 
of the sitzation and may, for example, ap- 
proach tine VP of IT with a proposal to sell 
information content into the IT'S "pipes"; 
electronic newsclipping services are a famil- 
iar example. 
In an ideal world, and in many concrete 
instances, vendors work through the infor- 
mation center to selI content. But if they 
don't, why is that? Did the sales rep simply 
make the unfounded assumption it wasn't 
worth dealing with the "library", or could it 
be that the information center's profile in 
the organization isn't prominent enough to 
reach the rep's radar? 
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The boaam line is that end-users do not 
care what depart~ent provides content and 
ser%",ce. Whoever delivers what is needed 
gets the nod, i i e m ,  it is far mmo strategic 
to d y  Cle information center with the IT di- 
vision (and/or asy other entity offering -in- 
formation" services) than it is to attempt e 
definition of turf. A dose collaboration with 
IT ensures that w h e ~  the vendor coaes 
cdIing, the information center is at the 
meeting-zs a matter of course. 
2. identifying Stakeholdreis arrd 
Understanding Their Priarilies 
and Plans: Preoccxlpatim 
Couid you identify the top three con- 
cerns of y o x  CEO today? How 2bout ti3e 
30 Information Ourlnoh 9 Fehruarq 19% 
CFQ m d  COO? If you aren't ceZain, now is 
a good time to begin getting to know them. 
Stephen Ahram is an ecthcsiastic propo- 
Gent of the 'wP:aLL:s keeping yyo uwake at 
night?" approath: a ~ d  1 wholeheaS.e&y 
agree that we m s t  put our feet in the nan- 
agement shoes where we work. 
Fist of &, who are cur s'akehol~ers? '%e 
&en% who come t h o ~ g h  the door, v3icerna3, 
or e-mail are stakeholders of come; h e  
impomt ones are those who look after the 
szztegic direction of the entire orgmizaCion. 
Idedy the two groups wxdd be t%e same, 
but they aren't always. it is Thportar:t to iden- 
tify t b s e  who have a $Ae 2 exployee pro- 
&lctivity, coxpetitive advantage: embmass- 
ment insuance, competitive inteEgence: md 
a! otizer areas associated with an xg&u- 
tion's ,fuhire s c ~ e s s .  
Second, what do C?ey a r e  akozt? \&%at 
are the problems <?ey are westling with? 
ihjlqat gods and projects =as., priorities for 
them? What do they see es major t h e -  
wasters? -Mien dc they give up and do 
without kfc:mation because tkcy feei it's 
just too 'Lime ccnsu~d-ig CLQ get it? Ir, what 
areas do C h y  believe there is no inform.- 
tion to 5e bad? i&%at are 5ieir current ha% 
its and. prefer& methods wl-en it comes to 
k:formation? 
fix techniques for findkg answers h e x  
vary (informal co~rersations. ?orxd focus 
g o ~ p s ,  e-mair discwsisns) , but person2 
i~teractim is kzy. 
3. Creating Brroducts to Match 
the Priorities: Product, Place, 
Price 
Understanding the preoccupation of key 
stakeholders helps us foms our efforts on 
activities that will get their attention. Note 
that the term "product" encompasses the to- 
d i t y  cf a seniice and i s  associated tangi- 
bles (such as a digest of current news pre- 
pared by s'aE and delivered via e-mail or 
Intranet). This is the time when long hon- 
ored activities get examined: For example, is 
jo'mal routirig r edy  necessay? Would in- 
dividud user accounts with a table of con- 
tents service such as Uncover Reveal (paid 
for by individual departments) do the job? 
What deliverable can we offer that will 
address the key concerns? (Is it a desktop 
delivered news alert, an analysis of consult- 
ing reports, a daily summary of events in a 
given industry, a "knowledge map" of ex- 
pertiseldommentslda held in the organi- 
zation, or ...3 ??) Since we sometimes tend 
to project GU: own valce judgments about 
informatior: onto others, focus group activi- 
ty can be helpful to pinpoint the products 
most likely to appeal to stakeholders. One- 
sn-one sessions to observe an individual's 
use of a current product can be priceless. 
Xo matter what the specific methods, it is 
essential that we do not attempt to apply 
marketing prkciples to existing products 
we believe should be valued and instead fo- 
cus energies on understanding just what it 
is that stakeholders value. 
How will stakeholders receive the d e b  
erabie (push or puii)'? Daily fax, houriy e- 
mail, cn demand? It is important to recog- 
nize individua! work styles and preferences 
in settir:g deliveleg options, and tc accom- 
modate hose who are not accustomed to 
oar own prefexed means. 
it is iikewke importmt to acknowledge 
the val.~e of oflers' time m d  adjust the prod- 
uct delivery accordirry. ?me and effort are 
expensive! and we should seek the "cheap- 
est" alternative in the sense that we not re- 
quire users to go out of their way to obtain 
our product. ?he art of being right there with- 
out being obtrusive is a subtle one. 
What should we ciiarge? m a t  will 
stakehoiders pay? if money is to change 
hands (even by means of interdepartmental 
chargeback adjustments) it is important 
that prichg be clear atxi easy to calculate 
and predict. Appropriate prices send a mes- 
sage about value just as inappropriate ones 
do. Again, some informal sleuthing and fo- 
cus group work can be helpful in establish- 
ing thresholds and acceptable price bands. 
In the context of price. it is essential that 
we understand the difference between total 
out of pocket cost and per-seat investment. 
Organizations have already invested heavi- 
ly in LAN infrastructure and desktop tools 
for employees; if (as Gartner Group has ex- 
plained for the last decade) the total cost of 
keeping a PC on one desktop amounts to 
anywhere between 20 and 50 thousand 
dollars per year, then the incremental in- 
vestment for useful information knowledge 
access tools to appear on its screen may be 
trivial. Our c ~ ~ u n i c a t i o n s  should speak 
in the language of infrastructure invest- 
ment and incremental per-seat investment 
rather than in the naked terms of the total 
cost of e.g. the newsfeed service we are ad- 
vocating. And our communications should 
eciio the corporate philosophy with respect 
to employee tech~oiogy empowerment (as- 
sumirlg that there is one). At all costs, we 
should avoid libraryese and instead speak 
in the business terns our stakeholders use 
and understand ("daily news" is different 
in impact from "ensuring you won't be 
caught off guaxd") . 
4, Communicating to 
StakehoIclers: Press, 
Pmmotion, and Pushing 
Having undertaken the current situation 
assessment, the preliminary product design 
and pricing, and :he be& test to ensure it 
flies and works, we now face the job of 
communicating to a broader community 
whar we have to offsr. 
Human beings tend to react to new in- 
formation with indifference or mild aware- 
ness, followed-if the information touches 
key pain points or priorities-by intrigue, 
then interest, and finally action. Our com- 
munications to ocr stakeholders should be 
geared to generste just those reactions. 
How can we catch someone's attention long 
enough to, and phrase our message so as 
to, have a shot at intrigue? How can we re- 
ward the intrigue with enough substance 
that interest follows? (Of course, this is 
where our knowledge of what keeps the 
key people awake at night comes in ...) 
After we ensure a general "buzz" 
(awareness among a critical mass that the 
information center is up to something fairly 
cool), we then need to dispatch targeted 
messages to key stakeholders that will mo- 
tivate to action (replying to an e-mail, corn- 
ing to a lunch event or private information 
session, or whatever we decided was appro- 
priate). Crafting a message sequence that 
generates action is not an easy task, and 
we should not hesitate to call in the experts. 
Yes, we are excellent communicators when 
it comes ts! facts and analysis; but do we 
know how to get a person to do the hardest 
thing of all, change to a new behavior from 
old habits or nothing at all? In this context, 
it's worth remembering that focusing on 
early adopters always pays off (no point in 
communicating to laggards ...y et) and hence 
it's yet again handy to have a detailed un- 
derstanding of our constituents. 
In the context of behavior change, re- 
member that peer pressure is strong and 
ensure that the opinion leaders are in your 
corner. If it means "servicing the if** out of 
them ...," then let's do that. Personal memo- 
ries of having had one's bacon saved last 
almost forever, and in corporate interactions 
"you came through for me so I'll come 
through for you" is a powerful dynamic. 
Managing a positive favor bank balance 
and calling in favors is an important s k i .  
5. Provoking the Sale 
A certain amount of persistence and 
pushiness is called for now. It is not enough 
to communicate benefits and wait for others 
to act. We could learn valuable lessons from 
sales professionals who know when to say, 
"Could I hwe  the order now?". If the an- 
swer is no, we then have the opporhmity to 
discover objections, deal with them appro- 
priately, and keep the momentum going. 
There is always a reason for resistance; per- 
haps it has to do with a nuance we missed 
during our focus groups. Provoking the sale 
is a useful method for learning about that 
reason so we can adjust our strategy ac- 
cordingly. 
I stress that there is nothing wrong with 
asking a person to act once the reasons for 
buying and the resulting benefits have been 
explored. We might consider the standard 
technique of enlisting converts for the occa- 
sion: If key stakeho';der representatives 
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who want our product are present v~heea we 
ask for the sak, a decision-maker's "no" 
wid1 generate pressure from the stakehold- 
ers and c?t the very least hig&$ &e nee6 
for s9me prodb:ct similar to tP:e one p:c- 
posed. (it is cot uncormoc ;"or stake3old- 
ers to give specific a~vice as to how to 
phrase a proposal so it will fly " X p ~ ~ ~ r s " .  
Another good reason to develop strong re- 
lationships with key stakeholders.] 
6,  G&tiarg and ilsirig Feedback: 
63YaMrlg and Ptdis!xirtg 
OR, we understood our stakeho1d.ers' 
priorities and developed a prodxt to suit. 
We promoted it to the ui@t people and got 
an early adopter crowd to beta test a ~ d  ac- 
cept it. Their early endorsement by word of 
mouth created a natural growth, and by 
m w  a reasonzbly sized goup has adopted 
our new product. 
39 Informalinn riunoeic @ Fenroarq 1958 
Right here, it's critical :o have a serious 
feedback solicitation execcise Be%re 
launclling to m a ~ y  more inclividuals, we 
must know exactiy how tile early adopters 
experienced it. k e  there Baws or ieac~nve- 
niences? Could we add more content, in- 
crease frequency, &., etc.? Once more the 
focus group approack comes ;c handy3 as 
does the one-on-one "let me see how <!is 
works for you" approach. 
A permanent cser advisory 3o6y EE be 
very heipf'lal in @idkg the orgoing product 
adjustments according to the relative priori- 
ties among stakeholders (we wznt to focus 
on 5?e strategkdly impor'acr stakeholders, 
i.e. the ones who have a say in our firtare 
existence). Earning 52e respect and t n s t  of 
key indivihals so fley will feel rt is to their 
advantage to be a member of the advisory 
body can be a time conwxing, but ulti- 
mzteIy rewarding investment. 
Strategy is an Everyday Affsir: 
56Vhat Wi13 Do 2nd Hat .Do? 
We c c f x  D.OW to a key matter Tile fa& is 
<?at our plates z e  I:alciy $2 3 overEowBg 
BL6&xg ~ S N  pducts  t~ our 3 ~ e q  of a$ivities 
is ur&dy to be possijie -dtho-~t s~irgey ti? 
excise o&r a&vi&s. Padtianally, Emrims 
have had dEaIty with ttte kzsh dechiom of 
,21tti'1g cxt sewiczs, somehow atttxptiig ti? 
deldver a before zyi<? fev~er esources or deliv- 
er m3re with %e sxxe resources. 
re is imperazve that we ider~tify ;r (:I what 
we must start doing or do more of aad (2 )  
W h ~ t  vw therefore xzs t  stop doisg. it is 
equally imperative < k t  we (3) a d o ~ t  he 
v&ue prirxipie: If an acli97 is vakned 5~7 
stzkekoiders, they v3l  k n d  3. If t k y  won't 
h d  it, they can't value it a3 C?at much. 
Ekh'1atkg some prodccs iq?, favor of 
ones ident%d be st:ategk !,FAY result !n 
complaints {a: tines it dcesn't, ieaving us to 
wonder ~niqy we bothe~dj.  Com?lahts aboct 
the ter~katiol? of a prodxt are g 3 k h  op- 
poej&es eqj i~re  h g ~ ~  mu& 2 reGy 
w ~ l z :  PIocid yorr p y  for its rehstatemeat? 
If the mswer is EG, aa offer to ~ o n d x t  3s 
investigative f a a s  gozp  exaxking C;?e 
need for the prohct may be apropriak. If 
the answer is yes, tile same approack can 
~ ~ o r k .  Ei5Ieizer wayi tke end result is a peer-% 
peer cormxnic&oz kgirg GS dezriy jzst 
?!&ere in tke siaeme of tkhgs our termkat- 
terms of doiiars sr  time or effort). 
bo?&-~m Zie for cs & &, c& &e we 
pzzticipa'ihg k :hz knov~Iedge mamgexen: 
activities that i1~2 ensxe 0.2 arg&.$o~'s 
m~t;~lued s c e s s ,  or x e  we x r L r g  LC infor- 
mation cente": ;hkat i:ray school mles mi 
be ig.ored 21 favor of seategjc ~7ork (scl? as 
meetkg with key stakeho1ders ox-on-me)? 
irkere car, we mt c x e r s  so we arcas: f cas  on 
om visim for 5 k  n e z  5ve years? 
5Dategir Pknning aad 5Qategk Think- 
ing are essential, and %n. 7f we have a 
staff, it is critical that we get everyone on 
board so ail stab mexbers piay 3. pas  in 
contr3x5ng to the strattegic direc2ss of the 
information cegter and the entire srganiza- 
Son. ence mare, our marketing and saies 
skills are mlied on! R 
"6sntinues $0 be rhe standard.." -Booklist 
''me prime reference in the.field" -Reference and Research Book News 
'can Men C Yomen ofscience 
20th Edition 
-- 
.yone who needs information on today's top scientists will be glad to 
see the new American &fen and Women of Science on the job ... because no 
where else can they find so much current data on so many scientists so easy 
to get at and use! 
The new 20rh Edition gives you fast access to 119,600 scientists and engineers 
in the U. S and Canada, including 4,300 individuals profded in AMWS for the 
first time. 
Whether you're looking for a specific individual or someone to fill a specific 
need, An!KiT virtudly guarantees the search results you want. Each profile 
brirns with details that answer most inquiries instantly - how and where to 
contact lbe entrant, for instance, or what his or her current activities are - 
and facilitate further research if necessary; You% find: 
Verified contact information for each entrant, including mailing 
addresses, fax numbers, and e-mail addresses when available. 
Detailed biographical records that include current activities: past 
achrevements, and personal milestones. 
Updates on nearly 100,000 scientists who have moved, changed 
positions, or garnered new honors in the past three years. 
The brsad.est range of disciplines of any biographical reference 
available, covering 190 fields in 10 major areas of study 
Since 1906. A m y  has been the premier chronicle of North America's 
scientific commmity The new 20th Edition continues nearly a century of 
unprecedented biographical achievement as the only source you'll need TO 
find information on the leading scientists and engineers tociay 
February 1998 0-8352-3748-6 
8-vol. set * ~ ~ 1 0 ,  j00pp. $908.00 
First-Time Standing Order Price: $810.00 
K.R. BOWKER 
YOUR SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED 
To order, call toll-free 
1-888-269-5372 
12: Chaion Road 0 New Provide~ce, I\iJ 9 G7974 
had/ww.bowker.corr: 
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by Doug Chmh or sizort-term tactical mes, having good 
information car, mean the d%fference be- 
If you can relate to this scemrio, then ween success and failure. in short, well- 
you probably appreciate the difficulty (and designed ~a rke t ing  research a n  save 
potential pitfalls) of planning in Lie absence money and hem direct vaiu&Ie resocrc- 
@f relia5le info-matio~ion. Whether yon are es. Ba: there are some common traps to 
faced with far-reaching strategic decisions, awki along the way. 
Doug Church is a founding puptnu gf the Phase 5 CmsuiDhg Grmp Lw., LZ marketing re- 
search and strategy company stwing the ing%mation ind~stry." i-fe m w  be reache% fa e- 
mail at: d~tigc@phase-5.com, 
the success of the organization will quickly 
become the focus of cost-cutting initiatives. 
To appreciate the value of research, you 
must first view what yo3 do in a marketing 
context. In a nutshell, end-users become 
customers. !f you don't continue to meet or 
exceed. fleir needs, the competition (alter- 
natives or budget cutters) will eat you 
alive. Even if you operate on a fixed bud- 
get, understanding trade-off decisions can 
lead to higher satisfadon (and utility). 
Don't Put the Cart 
Before the Horse 
In some cases, mmagers recognize the 
v&e of good :research, but don't start by de- 
veloping tire h e w o r k  in which the infor- 
matior, will be applied, the resulting research 
objectives, the most appropriate method- 
ologies to adkess specific requirements. In 
many lases, 6I.e opening line that we hear is, 
"we need to dc a survey" or "we need to con- 
vene some focus groups". A better approach 
is to scope ozt the requirements, prioritize 
these reqairerrie~ts in t e r n  of their contribu- 
tion to strategic objeciives, and then think 
aboxt the best zpproach to gather infonna- 
tion within a manageable budget. 
Developing a 
Research Framework 
TNde data collection md analysis can be 
both costly and time consuming, some basic 
steps should be taken to integrate customer 
and market knowledge into the planning 
process. At the very least, you should be 
cognizant of Infomation gaps and potential 
areas for invzstigation. To show how re- 
search can contribute to the planning pro- 
cess, let's con.tin.ue with the Intranet infor- 
mation project described earlier. 
As the group proceeded with their dis- 
cussion, t h g  realized that it would be best 
to develop ajczmework to identii their in- 
formation ~e~pirements. fie jfamework 
outlined vanbus elements ofthe service de- 
velopment process. Once t h q  had d&- 
oped thisjamework, they detemtined their 
inf~nrzation requirements at each stage, as 
well as my challenges which might arise 
in gathmhg the information. At the end of 
the session, dzg came up with a table. 
(See Table A.; 
TNi& this framewcrii in place, the group 
was in a muck better position to identrfy 
Stages! 
elements 
lnf wmat ion 
requirements 
Methodologicat 
chaf lienges 
Who are the different internal 
groups that we are serving? 
What is the detailed workflow of 
each group and how does it fit into 
this process? 
0 How do their specific needs differ, as 
they relate to content and 
functionalitp 
What are ffie specific "points of 
pain" or gaps in the c;urrent method 
of accessing information? 
What are the current technology 
capabilities of the different 
audiences? 
* What is the desired list of contents 
and features on the service? 
Q What are [he delivery preferences 
(e.g. should certain elements be 
push vs. p d  delivery?) 
What are the pac'kaging options for 
different audiences? 
* What are the desigri preferences? 
How should the site be organized? 
Which groups will be the early 
adopters of the service? Which will 
be the laggards? 
What are the potentiai barriers to 
usage (techniw! and attitudinal)? 
Who are the key influencers in the 
process and what are their 
requirements? 
What messages will have the greatest 
impact on awareness and trial? 
Of these messages, which ones 
shouid be emphasized with different 
audiences? 
What is the best execution of these 
messages? 
* What are the best communications 
tact~csltools to deliver the message? 
* What steps will be required to 
ensured widespread adoption of the 
system (over time)? 
What training and support services 
are required? 
9 How successful has the service been 
(in time)? 
0 What adjustments need to be made? 
People work at $Berent locations and 
ki 2iiferent tihe zones throughout the 
world, naking Eata coiiection a 
ckdenge. 
r ?eoue are time-constrained, and may 
cot participate in the research unless 
given some incentive. 
8 Given the nat;ie of the project, there 
m y  be a response bias towards 
people who are Internet savvy. 
0 Understandimg wcrkflow and 
behavior may require tacit 
05servz'Lian in addition to more direc 
respondent feed!!ack 
Resocrce constraints may require 
trade-offs with respect 9 the name 
of content and features which are 
offered. The research needs to capture 
these trade-offs. 
Fhysid stitnull (e.g. z working 
p ro to~e )may  be required to obtainec! 
a :me reading of the likely reaction. 
AuEiences which are familiar with 
online o: Internet environments nay  
have difficdiy conieptuaiizhg the 
service. 
Sementation of audiences for 
communications y q o s e s  Eay occur 
along different limes t h z ~  those for 
&e service design. Accordingly, the 
sampling approach may differ at this 
s-age. 
* Developing appropria:e measures of 
cerforn;.ance$hat address strategic 
objectives) 
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speclfic nsexch projects, assmated objec- 
tives, possible sources of i r ' o ~ i o n .  the 
most appropriate methodoiogies, m d  the 
budget for condumg tine work. ~2 ~&FJ:x, Used in csnesd, ES rike a gsecessay balance 
decisions about methodoicg-y becare muc!: 
dearer because the resexch reqirements 
and methodoiogial considerations were iden- @onceyptml&. Visionary 
tified in advance. For example, the require- 
ment to %ndt?rsfa%d the detaned w o ~ ~ l o w  4rralyticai. 
a?d behavior sf diierent mdiences inplies 
qidtative ard/or observation techniques, It's 
not someC%~g that you iodd r d y  assess Corporate Xedities 
throu@ a survey. Akrnative1yS understand- 
ing the relative h ~ o m c e  of vzrious Enter:: 
dements and the trade-offs <?at users make 
implies a qlantitative rnethodo~og~ 
Objective Market Input 
Research and Planning are 
Components of an iterative 
Process 
As the initiative proceeds, there should 
be recogition that research 2nd. planning Interpret B IntermmRze 
are not separate processes. They w o f ~  
hand-in-hand, back and forth, as pas', of a 
single, iterative process in whicfi decisions 
are m d e  based on reliable, objective iEfcr- 
mation. Furthermore, the DNo components 
strike a ceiessag balance between concep C;slleet; & Analyze 
tua1 and. aaiyticd thinkmg, and betweer? 
corporate realities and objective mrket  in- 
put. (See Table B.) 
If we Par?. again to &e s a q k  project, 
"'U'CyY"UY"C V ,  b.'Y ylLllll'l>*b V I Y V V V Y ,  I V Z L L I  
the group reco~vening once all of the infor- 
mation is gathered. Rather, the sequecce 
migk go something like this: (See Table C.) 
Foliowing this process, the new iflor- 
maam sewice was launched to fmordle  
re~iews, In a aackil~g S U W ~  conducted sir 
months later; mancgers repofled s i g f l -  
cant& higher sarisfaction iwek (than in 
past evaIuations). fiey a2so reported im- 
proved producat.@ and compeati~eness 
due to guickec more eflaent access to k- 
formation resources, One manager men ex- 
claimed, 'RnaSh an information sewice 
that works the w q  1 do?" 
't-, jum of his yex, Phase 5 extered into a 
joht ven'mre with the SLk tc tocondcc a reg&z 
pmei survey of SLA members ',? track key %ends. 
The survey wii be a d r s ' t ~ e d  on tile Wodd Wde 
Web and will lie launched this sprkg. For aore ir- 
fomat2on, contact: dougc@phase-5.com. % 
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Those attending the annual conference 
ic Indianapolis will find that the city has a 
lot to offer iri terms of nightlife and enter- 
tainment. Indy has a thriving concert scene 
with many bars and clubs providing a wide 
variety of mnsical enjoyment. Although 
there are many good venues throughout the 
city, they a x  coccentrated primarily in two 
areas: downtown and Broad Ripple. 
Downtown is well known for the recent- 
ly built Circle Centre Mail, which contains a 
~ n b e r  of Sars and cMs.  One of the best 
knox~n is World Maxdi Gras (1-317-488 
ROCK),. located on the fourth floor. Some- 
times doubling as a dance dub, World Mar- 
di Gras also hosts many local live acts and 
accasionally ~ational  ones. In addition, 
there are several other sports bars and ca- 
fe's woa5 checking ont located on Circle 
Centre's fourth Boo:. 
The Slip-pery Xoode Inn is also located 
downturn, (3'71 S. Meridian St., 1-317- 
63 1-6968). Known for its outstanding live 
blues shows, it is widely regarded as the 
best blues bar in Indianapolis. The Slippery 
Noodie serves 50th food and drinks and is a 
grezt place to kick back and enjoy some 
solid hie msic.  
Containiig many smalier clubs and bars, 
Broa6 Ripple shocld be able to provide con- 
vention-goers with plenty of live entertain- 
ment. Among the well known concert venues 
in Broad Ripple are the Vogue (6259 ?v7. Col- 
lege Avenue, 1-9 17-255-2828), the Patio 
(6308 N. Guilford, 1-3 '1 7-255-2828) and 
Eden (6235 Y. GuDford, 1-3 17-475-1588). 
The Vogue and the Patio offer a good selec- 
tion of local and national h e  acts in a cozy 
and friendly settin:. Eden is strictly a dance 
club but often has different price specials or 
musical themes for each night. 
A3 these p:aces, both downtown and in 
Broad Ripple, w5l allow those attending 
the annual conference to enjoy many dif- 
ferent types of musical environments such 
as Dance, Aterna:ive, or Blues. Barring 
unforeseen difficulties, a2 the places men- 
tioned should be open during the week- 
ends at the very least and most are open 
seven nights a week. 
in addition to the establishments men- 
tioned in this article, there are other Indy 
concert venues that host live performances 
of all kinds. To find out what the offerings 
are while you are in town, buy an India- 
napolis Star, Indianapolis News, or pick up 
a Nuvo Entertainment Weekly (it's free) at 
a newsstand. These papers, especially the 
Illuvo, will provide you with plenty of in- 
formation about local bars and clubs in ad- 
ditior, 'co any specizl events that are going 
on at the time of the conference. 
by Andrew mnke, student at the School 
@Library and I@onnation Science, Indiana 
University, Bioomzngton; and graduate a- 
skitant, Archiyes @' AJican-American Music 
and Culture Smith -Research Center 
$ n d ~ a n a ~ ~ o ~ i ~  
. - .  
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Pie restaurant scene in downtown Indi- 
anapolis has been transformed in the past 
two years with the opening of Circle Centre 
Mall. There are, at this writing, over 160 
restaurants within the downtown area, over 
50 within a few blocks walking distance of 
the Convention Center, with more to come 
by convention time. 
Select from Tibetan, Greek, Japanese, 
Italian, Mediterranean, Mexican, Ethiopian, 
American, Continental, Cajun, German, Chi- 
nese, vegetarian, seafood, bagels, pizza, 
deli-style, brew-pub, steakhouse, coffee- 
house, top-of-the-tower, home-cooked, caf- 
eteria s@e, and sit-down, casual or elegant 
restaurants. 
The hisaric City Market has a number 
of interesting lunch options, offers unusual 
food shops, and is entertaining as well, 
with outdoor seating and music. 
Within a few block's walking distance 
you will find a complete spectrum of offer- 
ings. My favorites? LePeep, open for 
breakfast and lunch, is four blocks north 
of the Convention Center. Skillet meals are 
the specialty, but there are a wide variety 
of egg dishes, salads, sandwiches and spe- 
cialty coffees, as well as Mexican items. 
Acapulco Joe's is a casual Mexican restau- 
rant, providing large portions at very rea- 
sonable prices. Bazbezuz Pizza (not just 
pizza) offers fast walk-up service at lunch, 
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table service for the cas~a;  diner, and excel- 
lent American fosd at moderate prices. For 
tlx rmkimate in degznce, try tke Iocally 
owned Benvenuti, wit!? twelfth floor views 
of dowr;toin. 1% opec for dinner only. For 
a light lunch, visit 3envenuti &e B~keuy, 
Cafe and Oeli on tke first 3oor. Steak iovers 
with hearty appetites must visit iocay 
owned St. Elm's Steakhouse established in 
1902. It has the patina of age as we2 as 
steaks, seafood, pork, and ved sewed by 
seasoned waiters in a iively, friendIy atmo- 
sphere. WiGl %ends, v ~ d k  about six blocks 
north of the Convention Cecter to the Eibow 
Xcom Prrb 5r Deli. VZtk a college & m e ,  
this restmran', serves a big variety of 
burgers for every nearby sci~ool. You'll 
love the cozy interior, inchding the bar 
and dining rooms, heavy wood %rniture, 
and the iarge por5ms at moderate prices, 
Go for 5elly hekg m d  excellent Greek 
food? f i o u t  eig!!? biocks sol-tth of the Con- 
vention Center is the Greek Iskzds, another 
I o d y  mmed restavcrmt, fea"r:~rkg authentic 
Greek food at moderate prices. A large menu 
and large portiom make this a w0;rhwhile 
jamt. e k e  Asian food and wmt a & a g e  
from Chinese? Try tke Snev~ Lion for au- 
thectic 'IIbetac fare that is moderatdy priced 
and served & k g e  portions, Located on two 
%ms near Union Station, the resaurxt  has 
a msud atmosphere. it is owned Sy Lke Da3 
T ~ r a ' s  brother who resides k B~oor.k!gm, 
Me home of hdiana University, and the site 
of ti-,is original res2;rmt. 
., < 
.3-,.. c.,: .->; ;., < jp 
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A restaurant tour is not com$ete w%xut 
a trip to this ~rzage-within-tbe-city on the 
baniis of Be Vihite Kiver, a few nailes north 
of down@vm. There are several Indian res- 
txmrsts there, f l ~ s  a fzi share of I ~ d a c ,  
Greek, Mexican, Meditditezanean, French, CE- 
aese, vegetarian, and pizza resmra3ts as 
weE. Broad Ripple is f i e 2  ~ 6 t h  ni@LSspcSs 
and umsual shops, znd is known for being 
a cozy neigK~orhood ~ 5 t h  2 compact, we& 
seasoned "dovntowa" area. 
just west of Eroad Ripple are severai lo- 
caI1y o m e d  favorites: Dcdd's Townhouse 
(no l ipor) ,  Bannra's Restzuract (casuar 
Greek), and C?e Emporim (a bakery offer- 
deli sandvviches and o:ltdeor seating). 
Qur North side is bristling v~ith restax- 
racts. Favorites sre award-winning and 
40 In$irnation 8utlcah e F ~ b r u a f q  1438 
locally owned, induding %ter9s Xestarrrant 
G; Bar, AmaIfi's Iklian, and f ie  excellent 
Kiibu!, featuring Afghani cuisine. See more 
deQ& i3 OW "Not just Restaurants" res- 
zzran: g~jde:  
Of come, kdix:apolis has its large shop- 
~Lqg mds.  Yce newest is Cx& Cenk Maii, 
iocated steps from the Convention CerCer. 
This n 2  cc~ntahs brmches of other nation- 
alIy known stores? sudl as Ed& Bauec Bat3 
& Body VJorks, ASeraomSie & Fish Cc., FA0 
Schwutz, Gcdiva Chxoiatier, a d  sewrd 
unique Indiampdiis stores. Eack Home Xndi- 
ana, bc. coctZins prod'xts made ix the Hoo- 
sier Sate. Kimg A&im Art a d  More spe- 
ciahes k A%cm art, jeweky, aqd 
Eremer Lzggage is Iomted across from Gkck 
Centre Maj; contah iuggage, brief cases: 
leather pifts! and a repair shop. 
X x  Fashion Mall issated on Lie NsrCh 
side of indianapoiis contains le0 stores a d  
four resQzraqts. ?xisip, and 
(kitchen gadgets; . Surrounding Liis maii are 
o'lgper de~~eloping shoppkg areas. A Borders 
Eooks, Music, and Cafe is sex: door, Across 
ei.,e street wr ' i  be K. Zxobdd, a I o d  retaiier 
&rkIg be&Ki asd s n i p e  ge $ems. 
P x r e  z e  six other m d s  Ikz the lndianapoiis 
x e a  for your browshg pleasure, 
Broad Xi-ppie has sever& uaique shops 
and reskurants located in $Ye old homes en 
F b~ a side streets. TirJo standouts are 
n1 aelsea's with its nniqne cards snd gifts, 
and Aezy Phzrtzy w% its offbeat gifts and 
dothes-maay made by local aiqisans. 
Broad Rippie is &so h o m  tc wed 5ook- 
stores and resale clothing shops. COWE the 
street from &is area is ac  awa~d wkr~ing 
African-Americas bookstcre, X-pressio~s. 
3or:'t miss the mtrseux shops. The C M -  
ken's hli~seum, indianapolis k t  W~seum, 
and Eiteljorg M~sesrs, of American indizm 
and Western Art d! have v~onderfd gi2 
shops that iaciude >soh .  
Aad v~hat w d d  a shopping spree :or li- 
brarians be witko:xt CL kb~okstore list! India- 
napciis has two Borders Boo:ishaps, as weil 
as tsarnes and No:JIe, Do~bleday~ B9. Dd- 
t3113, and Wddenboob. h additioc, Khd's 
Ink CKiidren's BooI~txes has &,7o cocve- 
cient locations that cmy a izge sdection of 
d?Jdren's books, tapes, aad o&er edwatioc- 
d materials. Several wed bookstores are in 
m d  z o m d  &e metropoiikn m a .  
This report is only the 3egiqaing to 
shopping in and. aronnd Indkr~apolis. For 
more information, 5e sure to stcp 3t the le- 
diaaa Chapter's hospitality booQ a:: the 
c o n k a c e  acd &eck the We5 site. Tke Xn- 
diana ChapEer of SLA is iooZn.- a forward to 
your visit to our c iv  and wa16 tc xake 
your stay as er;ioya.ble as possibIe. gj 
The Finance Conmittee has been work- 
ing on a long-range financial plan to insure 
the long-term financial stability of the asso- 
ciation. The zssociatioc's five-year plan is 
to fxifili its strategic objectives and to pro- 
vide cmtling-e6ge progams and services to 
its mexbership at an affordable rate, while 
maintaining a soimd fiscd position. To help 
provide an mderstanding of this plan, I 
thought i wo:~ld devote this month's col- 
umn to explaiaing Cie rationale and process 
~ t i l i z e  in dSc~ieloping and implementing 
this importlint plar,. 
Facts aad Figxes: As shown in the as- 
sociation's Eve-year financial forecasts: 
Without an infhx sf additional net income, 
the association wou'!d rdn in a deficit posi- 
tion by as ear$ as 1998, with an estimated 
deficit of ncre than one-quarter million 
dollars by the year 20C I ,  
in the past few years, the association 
has made sigifkant  gains in the following 
areas: promoting the vaiue of the profes- 
sion; providicg significant distance learn- 
ing opportunities; providing access to 
many leading speakers, authors, and in- 
structors; developing tiye virtual associa- 
tion and electronic commerce; and posi- 
tioning the association as the leader in 
global inforxatbn policy 
Each year it Secomes more costly to op- 
erate the association in the mode to which 
we have become accustomed. Furthermore, 
SEA'S financial base is jeopardized by ic- 
creasing actiirity within the not-for-profit 
reguhtory erivironment. It is, therefore, 
critical t k t  SLA mai~tain a strong m e m  
bership dues base, the most stable form of 
income aa  association can develop and 
maintain*. The association's current dues 
income as a percentzge of total income is 
25 percent, much less than the 40 percent 
industry standard. 
*according to tF:e American Society of 
Association Execntives 1997 Operating Ra- 
tios Report 
?%e Proczss: Over the past three years, 
the Finance Committee has been working 
on a long-range financial plan to ensure the 
long-term financial stabiiity of the associa- 
tion. The Board of Directors approved the 
following motion regarding the concept and 
time line of the Finance Committee's long- 
range financid plan at the October 1996 
meeting: fiat the Board o f  Directors en- 
dorse in concept the Rnance Cammitree's 
inihative to prcvide addihonal net income 
to ensure the long-tern financial stabilio 
of the msuciahon to include the following 
time 1ine:)anuay 19% generic plan to in- 
creme income and/or reduce expenses; June 
199 7, detailedJnancia1 plan to support the 
generic plan; October 1997, communica- 
tions plan to support the Jnancial plan; 
January 1998, launch the plan. 
Between the fall 1996 and winter 1997 
meetings cf the Board of Directors, the Fi- 
nance Coxrimittee worked on the generic plan 
which was presented to m d  approved by the 
Board of Directors k January 1997. The 
Board of Directors spent more than hour 
in an open discussion of the committee's ge- 
neric long-range financial plan. After the 
Winter Meeting, the Finance Committee re- 
viewed the comments from the board's dis- 
cussion during conference calls. Then-Trea- 
surer Donna Scheeder encouraged the com- 
mittee members to consider the board's com- 
ments as an additional piece of data in de- 
veloping t:he f ~ a l  fmanciai recommendations 
of the long-range plan. 
In addition to the past work of the Fi- 
nance Committee and the information 
gleaned fron: the boar6's comments, several 
additional items were considered in devel- 
oping the final recommendations of the fi- 
nancial plan: 1) The increased virtualiza- 
tion of the association. What is the cost- 
benefit? Wili costs ultimately decrease? We 
are in the process of implementing an ex- 
periment by providing for electronic com- 
merce at the association and unit levels; 
however, we do not at this point have any 
concrete data from which to base decisions; 
2) There has not been any consensus to 
make any drastic program changes. There- 
fore, the pian of action is to aot disrupt any 
by Richard Wallace, SLA II-emuret: Wallace is managec Technical I~ormahon Center; current program plans; 3)  There will be de- 
A.E. Sta& &an@acciunhg Companz Decatu~; IL. For more inJmaLion on "Monty Mat- creases, as well as increases, in expendi- 
ten, " or tc cmrn'E,ute to the column, please contaci Wallace at: 1-217-421-3283;fax: 1- tures in certain programs areas relating to 
21 7-421 -24z9; e-mai?: rc~allace@aestaley. corn. items such as technology and training; and 
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What seem to 5e aon-traditional for ii- 
brarians, ~n dso  be referred to as "new 
sty!e."l New-s31e librarians' key skZs are 
their abilities a conduct research, use criti- 
cal thinking, nse cueng-edge technology, 
and organize information. This essay re- 
views recent Iiterapxe 2nd examines re- 
sponses to ac  isquiry v~hich sought job 
specifics abcut iibrarians in non-traditional 
roles to delineate charzderistics shared by 
new- style 1i'Drarians. 
In light of recent azeaticn to changes ic 
the job na<~et ,  SLA Xesearch Staff posted 
an inquiry on iistsenrs in March of T.997 re- 
questkg the jcb titles, job descriptions, and 
major &ties of those W ~ C  considered their 
roles to be con-traditionaL2 T3is "snow- 
ball" saxpikg produced 68 responses: ?,or 
necessarily generalizakie, that depict a wide 
range ~f jobs in boL? 'Lraiiitionai and ncn- 
"Lraditionaj. i i b r q  senings, suggesting that 
"domain eda~gement of iibrarianship" is 
weE z ~ d e m z y  '
8cf: of C?e xcs t  cbviozs themes in these 
respmses was 51at mzy of the respon- 
dents were il~roiired in providing products 
or sewices to Xbraries and information pro- 
fessionais, eit5er as employees or conbac- 
tors. The independent contractors were en- 
gaged in "rypica? librarian casks, such as 
indexing. Zhz  whc were empioyees large- 
iy worked for companies that distrihted in- 
f~rrnat.~or? or manufact-m red data bases. This 
iztter gonp of respcndents had a variety of 
jo5 duties, inciuding ~roduct development, 
mrketing, an< customer training. 
In her recent :.trtick: Dearsa bfxcum as- 
serts tk~at propkesiers fsresee three factors for 
iiharians of the twenty-%st cen?xly: they 
WE be knowledge nzvigators; they WJ be 
proficient with digid resoxces ir: addition to 
pYinted md 0tk.e: fxmats sf hfrmation; 
physid iocation will rlot restrict their senic- 
es.' Because the respoaden:s to our request 
about non-traditkml roles are largely frlling 
these roles NaVJ, it appears that these re- 
spondents are "a2ead of their time." 
Several of the respondents to the SLA re- 
quest codd be described as knowledge navi- 
gators. Some of these librarians were in- 
Special dibuariapas 
seeki~g k ~ o a d e ~  
the d s m a i ~  qflfbra~ianship 
must learn t~ m~srk&& the& 
skills9 mu& as they h m e  
marketed t k ek  %ihrmi~.ies 
to nz@eagemeetG 
volved BE ~mpiementing corporate knowledge 
management, with the goal of helping the 
companies maximize intelleckial capital. The 
duties for such pcsiticns often consisted of 
coordinating the delivery of Internet and 
btranet serckes and in-house databzses 
aqd newsletters. 'These iibrarians also re- 
viewed. selected, and inserted information 
into various media. As mentioned, several 
of the responde~rs worked for companies 
which create products or sewices to sell. 
Though their work context and goals were 
differect than t h m  in corporate libraries 
engaged in knowle6ge management, these 
latter workers also uki~~ately decided what 
information to make available7 in what for- 
mat, and the best means of dissemixiiion. 
Some new-sgde knowledge r~avigator 
respondents worked more directly with us- 
ers. These liharims formulated research 
questions with customers; searciied. ana- 
lyzed, and processed the information; and 
wrote and distributed reports to the appro- 
priate parties. Similarly, if their companies 
sought to provide services or products to oth- 
ers in the library or i~ other subject-spe,ific 
fields, they m y  have w&en cewsletters and 
jovlrnal artides or nade preser'"" LL~LIOES. 
Nearly ;ill of the responde~ts listed digi- 
tal responsibilities within their jobs, sug- 
gesting tiiat technoiogicd savvy was impor- 
tant. Severd respondents cited design, de- 
velopment, and aairitenance of World Wide 
Web sites and CD-ROX deveiopment among 
their job duties. Many other new-styie li- 
brarians provided traicing to co-workers, 
subscril~ers? or other companies and agen- 
cies on the use of databases, online servic- 
es? and CD-%OMS, 
The thid factor that Marcum outlines 
about new-style librarians is that physical 
location wil not restrict Cieir senkes. This 
was the case for the librarians who submit- 
ted responses about wofling in non-tradi- 
ticnal roles. These new-styie librarians 
worked in both trad-ional and non-tradi- 
tiond special library settings. Many respon- 
dents worked in actual libraries, usually 
corporzte, but did non-traditional roles. 
Others noted that there were no official 5- 
braries or infomation centers in their orga- 
nizations; these iibrarians often worked for 
specific teams engaged ir, research projects. 
Perhaps the biggest challenge to special 
librarians is that they seek to broaden fneir 
domak. Horton posits that librarians should 
attempt to "[es~jouse] [foster] thek 
competencies as generalists whose skills are 
critical and in great demand-much like the 
lawyer or accounant or personnel 
ccnmi@e on page 44 
Copyright issues among the Cherokee 
Nation combine history, heritage, art, the 
US. Constihrtion, federal kgisIation. and 
the Cherokee ConstiPdiicn and 2 i b d  Code. 
En the Cherokee Nation Ode, a two-volume 
set consisting of 80 titles, tltere are no ref- 
erences to copyright stames. according to 
Justice Phllip M. Viles, jr. of the Supreme 
Court of the Cherokee Nation (Judicial Ap- 
peais Qibucdj . 
Justice Viks, who is dso  a nztiona! au- 
thority on Statuary Hd in the U.S. Capitoi, 
and who is ccmpletkg his fourth degree 
(this one in library science) cores that the 
preamble to the Cherokee Constitution 
states that there a n  be no confict with the 
U.S. Cons'Litution. However, the hdepen- 
d e ~ t  chzracter of the Cherokee Constitution 
offers the possibility of adding to the Rder- 
a1 copyright laws. Any conflict with the fed- 
eral statcctes is decided in &.re judicial Ap- 
peals Tribund of the Cherokee Nation. 
While most of the Cherokee statEtes ad- 
dress federal hnding, statutes m c  be en- 
acted in other areas, such as copyright. 
Overallll, in the Cherokee Iegislative process, 
fhe chief suggests Iaws and the legislative 
branch, the Tribal Council, enacts tiem. 
Artwork is one facet that presents copy- 
right considerations. Among the artwork of 
Cherokee Willard Stone is the "Trilogy", 
and in particular "Exsdcs", a sculpture 
degicti'zg the Bail of Tears of the Chero- 
kees. it stands in miequzh, OK, the capital 
of the Cherokee Watioe, specificaiiy in 52e 
lobby of the Res2uract of the Cherokee 
nezr CIe information ceger. EcPxes of it 
appear h Cherokee brockxes and iitera- 
a r e .  The copyright for the work is heid bj7 
the farnily of the Iate WiEard Stoce, accord- 
ing to LFn Adair, tribal spaksperscm. The 
faxily is very "strict" regarding their h- 
ther's artworkp and *?':ley are cmiious to 
g a n t  permission for its use. Another of his 
worlcs, "Lady of Spring," is on exhibit in 
the JacqueIine Kencedy Garden at the White 
House irt iVaship,gtoni BC, o r  icar from 
Gilcrease Musem in X k a ,  CK. 
-k~ot%er mpy+@i?t issue suxcnnds the 
%bd Sd, a seven-pointed Cherokee sk, 
me apyright for the t&a! logo is hdd by the 
z%e pemissior? a use it must be gant- 
ed by tile chief of the Cherokees, ac8ord:sg to 
AckGir. Someties s u 5  penksicm is gz'zted, 
b& cot for b e  persona! pro2 of the request- 
cr. In one kstz'zce, a plrblisher wmteC 3 use 
51e Tribal Sedi on a book cover. Consequent& 
permission was der;ied b e ~ u s e  &e seal is not 
to be used for pro&. 
jL4 additionai copyight issue deals with 
tiie tri'lal newspaper? f ie  Cherokee A h -  
c&. To reprint articles and other material 
from &e p5lication; the newspaper re- 
quires that permission be ganted. They do, 
howevet n sndy  gan t  permission if proper 
credit is gjver. to the newspape: 
A- a m r e  persoca: (yet related) note: 
Philip Vies is tkc author of tix jook, Jia- 
tiend Sfahzag H d :  Gzidebookfor a tYdk- 
ing recently published in 2s second 
edEon. For the rrse of the photos Lq this 
book, Viles obwied permission from the 
zchitect of tke Capitol for ail bzt oce of the 
95 l;hotos, He &so obzined sped21 permis- 
sion for the gho'lc. depicting Swagged af 
Ceiorado, the aszoraut. Another photo in 
the Sock pozrays Sequoyah of BMahoma, a 
MI-blooded Cherokee who icvented the 85- 
2~aracte1 syllabaly or alphabet for 2 s  pee- 
.:o , in 1821. The alphabet k now in tke 
g&iic domain. 
:c condusioc, tile cci;yri@it issces in 
the Cher~kee Xation f o Z r ~  t i h e  of the 
federal stm:jtes, althan@ ;?.he possiiiility of 
additional stabdites exist. Co~cerns encom- 
pass artwork, the Seal, the tribal 
cewspqx.r, and &er gubli~tiorts, 8 
by Lawrence 5. Ga&bgn"e9 BP. Guthrie is in- 
terlibray ''om fibrankn, Covingm 62 
Bur1dng W~hlngL'on, DDC For more &for- 
mation on ''Cqyri&t Come,?" or to con- 
fi%uL'e to the co11hmm, please contact 
Guthnk aa 1-292- 66Z-6I58;Jh: 1-2G.2- 
7?8-8558; e-mi;!. &&ne@co~mn. 
zese~.c;r~h S>j&, kern 933E 63 
specialist ... wherever fhere is a nee6 for 
tiieir particular specialized competeccie~."~ 
Special librarians seeking to broaden fne 
domain of librarianship must Iearn to mar- 
ket meir skills, m x h  2s they have mariiiet, 
ed their libraries to management. It might 
be best for special librarians to think of the 
skills they posses, rather Clan their status 
as librarians. Furthermore, librarians who 
want to start their own businesses can easi- 
ly learn what is necessary to do so, since 
they "kncw how to ?ad out h o ~  to rfind 
4% lnformarion outlook 8 Febrilarg 1398 
Specid tili:rarians car? apply 5eir  iibrari- 
an skiEs to tkemseives to stay competitive. 
Maram, Deanna B. "Transfoming the C U : ~ C -  
ukm; Transforxkg the ?roRssion." Amen'can 
Librants. 1997. jamary. Voi. 27, No.:. pp. " 
35-38. 
Note that &is icquiry :equesteC infarr,ar,iori 
about con-traditional &rag "roIes" as op- 
p e d  ts noc-tradidonal lijr~y "se~ i~gs . "  
"orton, Jr.: Forest Woody. Ext~nding the Li- 
brszriarl 3 Domain: A S u r q  # Emugr'ng 0 -  
cupation c&mtznitiesjor Libranam and In- 
fomafiun Pr~ess i~nak .  1994. S M  Occasiccd 
Papers Series, N n ~ k  4, p.3. 
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soins qui sera incluse dans i'ilaboration 
d'un plm bnde strategie qui kcorporera !a 
technologie dam la prestation des services 
6e renseignements, 
fl a kt6 dit qne paler de (( pIaniElcation de 
ia stratigie )) est une mmihe ronfiante de 
fom~le r  la sixqle idCe que nous devons dC- 
cider (( ce qasirhiqui nous voulons etre 
(pour quij dans tr3is a cinq ans )). Effective- 
ment, saiis ppimEmtion de la stratkgie, peu 
d'entre nous rkusskont. La strategie est dev- 
eme  domaine qui prCsente de pins en 
plus de gagexes et se met au diapason Ce ia 
complexi'& croissante des activites likes am 
connaissances de Ia plupag des organismes. 
Yinfocentre n'est pas diffkent. La direction 
Ce cotre stratkgie doit ttre dignee de pres 
avec celle de l 'organhe entier, et surtout 
avec ceUe de la cornposaqte de la Technolo- 
gie d'informa.tkn. Par ccnsftquent, notre Iiste 
de contr8ie pour la pianification de la 
s2atkgie commence au commencement en 
veZlant a ce qiie nous soyons relies aux dk- 
cideurs de la soS?e d'une fa~on qui va bien 
an-dela des rapports entre demandeur et pr- 
estataire du service. 
Avez-vcus jamis etC dans une situation 
oil un projet CZrt trop important pour baser 
les dicisicns uniquemest sur des conjec- 
tures ? En I'ahence de repcnses difini- 
tives, Ies sCances de pianification peuvent 
aboutir a une i:qasse, Si ce scenario vous 
est fzmilier, vous pouvez probabiement ap- 
pricier la diff i~~ltk (et ies embiiches even- 
kxllesj de !a pianificaticn sans informa- 
tions fiables. Si vorrs devez prendre des de- 
cisions de stratkgje d'um grande portee, ou 
des decisions de tactique a court-terme, 
notez qae la drffkrence entre le succes et 
I'echec est like i la dispo~ibilite de bons 
renseignements Eref, une etude de march6 
bien cor.6.de peut realiser des economies et 
mieux dd:riger de precieuses ressources. 
Come~ialiracidn con $ may&seulir: EI juegs de $8 eet~atsgiz aw fa SM 
plarrifieatibrr elstntkgiea para por Stephen Mram y Jane Dysar? 
seer~idss basadas en csnoeimisnto 
por Ulla de Stric-ker El juego de la estrategia en la Asociacion 
de bibliotecas especiales (SLA) ha sido una 
&gunos hat dicho que la planificacion empresa en desarrollo. El desarrollo de la 
estrategia es uria ex?resion decorosa para pianificaci03 estrategica dentro de la SLA 
el concepto sencdlo de decdir "iq&/donde/ ha sido un proceso de madurez ambos en 
qulen queremos s s  (para quien) en fino- nuestro entendimiento de y el :espeto por la 
tres-cinco ~ o s T n  cieflo es que sin planificacioa para nuestra asociacion. El 
plansaci6n estraiegica pocos de nosotros juego de la estrategia en la SLA es ur. baile 
tendrenos exito. La estratkgia se ha con- complejo de necesidades y contribuciones 
vertido mas Y mgs en un amPo desafiante de 10s miernbros, las unidades, el Consejo 
a b par con la corflplejidad de las activ- de directores, y el personal de Ia oficina 
idades relacionadas con 10s conocimientos central. La asociacion que ha crecido y se 
de la mayoria de las organizaciones. Nnes- ha tramformado en ei proceso de pianifi- 
tra dreccion estr2te~ca &be de estar alin- cacion estratkgi~a no eS n: ~0mpkto ni per- 
eada sxactamede con la de la orgafizadon fecto. Cad2 vez qce se compkta un ciclo de 
entera, y especialnente con la del compo- planificacih, omrren mejorias y hay apren- 
nente de la InformaCror. Tecnologica, Par dizaje. El ComitC de planificacibn estrategi- 
cocsiguiente, nueszro ca~logo para la plan- ca Y todo e: Consejo de directores, agrade- 
ificacibn estrarkgica comienza par el princi- cerian caalcuier contribution que 10s miem- 
pie, con el esfuerzo para asepurar que este- bros pnedan ofrecer para mejorias adiciona- 
nos  conec~dos a 10s que toman decisiofies ies en nuestros planes venideros y el proce- 
empresariales de una manera que vaya mas so de planifracion. 
all5 de la relacian enee el solicitante y el 
proveedor dei semi30 j n f e g r z ~ d ~  Xa tecgngelrsgia sn ba 
pHanifieaci6n est~ab6gisa 
Ltenarrdo e! trZ$~iC$ de p!aaificacibn por Richard Hulser 
por Doug Church 
A mencdo, Ios jugadores de ajedrez 
iAlgilna vez ha estado en una situation aentan con sd conocirniento de lo que esti 
en la cual un proyecto era demasiado im- ya comprobadc, ia probabilidad de su &to 
portarite para basar {as decisiones en solo (0 fracasc), y e s t h  continuamente al tanto 
conjetura? E s  la ausencia de respuestas de nuevas axiones, lncorporando esta infor- 
definizivas, las sesi~nes planificadoras lle- macion en sa prdxima jugada. Pueden ar- 
gan a alcanzar nn parhlisis. Si usted riesgarse co? un mitodo que no este com- 
puede relacionarse con este escenario, en- probado o xrantecerse con uno o mas meto- 
tonces probableaeate puede apreciar la di- dos que hayan probado ser exitosos en el 
ficultad jy lcs peligros posibles) de la pasado. Esta estrategia es parecida a plani- 
planificacion sin informacibn fidedigna. 5car para el uso de la tecnologia en 10s ser- 
Que usted estC enfrentado con decisiones vicios de informacion. Zna exitosa apli- 
estrategicas de un gran alcance, o con acion de la tecnologia para 10s servicios de 
unas iicticas a ccrto plazc, el tener buena informacion estA basada en su encaje en 
informacion puede significar la diferencia necesidades verdaderas, t a m  cam0 en la 
entre el kxito y ei frzcaso. En fin, nna in- expectativz realista Ce lo que se puede lograr 
vestigacion de comercializacion bien usando la tecnologia. La manera de Iograr 
proyectada puede ahorrar dinero y dirigir esto es arravks de la planificacibn estratkgica 
mejor ios recursos valiosos. apropiada. Esto incluye una valoracion de 
10s remrsos actuales y Ias necesidades 
venideras ccno page de'; desarrollo de un 
plan estratkgico para incorporar la tecndogia 
en 10s serviiios de informacion. 
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ence; Demonstrated knowledge 
of academic or research library 
public services and familiarity 
with a11 aspects 3f academic Ii- 
brzy service, as well as famil- 
iarity with extended campus li- 
brary services; m d  excellent 
written and oral communication 
skills, including public presen- 
tations. DePaul offers an excel- 
lent salary with a fir11 benefits 
package. Interested candidates 
should send a letter of applica- 
tion with resume and names of 
thee  current reference to: 
Doris R, Brown, Director of Li- 
braries, John T. Richardson Li- 
brary, 2350 N. Kenmore, Chi- 
cago, IL 60614-32 10. DePaui 
University, an expioyer of 
choice, is committed to diversi- 
ty and equality in education 
and employment. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE/ENGINEER~XG 
LIBRARLW The Jet Propulsion 
from a c  ALA accredited library the editurial, and dh- 
schooi program. an undergrad- semation prmsses of the 
uate degree in either physical newly ,created kaowledge which 
science or engineering ar:d at is the result of I;IST resmch. 
least three experience in T%e candidate XUsi possess 
a science or engineering re- leadership quali&s, and knosvi- 
search library. Extensive expe- edge of electronic publication 
rience providing on-demand compntcr systems preferabIy i r~  a
professiona1 reference services Science and Technology e:zvi-on- 
in a science library, as we2 as ment. ?&'be Chief of EPP ~ a n 2 g -  
Che ability to perform complex es and supenises tkee terns 
on-iine and manual literztwe via ribordinate tern leades: 
research using diverse systems Editkg and Fubls3kg, Eiec- 
and ccmarids are required. Wnic Pro(1;~cts and Services De- 
Experience and training on @I- vdopme~t, acd Tecknid Infra- 
ALOG and STN also required. s tmare .  These t e n s  axe re- 
Superior oral and -mitten com- sponsible for OIS' conp~ter ssp- 
xmication s k i s  are a must. port, ner;r~or?< q p c r t  XET's 
Candidate must have a szcng V i a 1  Library {WLj, SIST's 
service orrentation. Training on Vktual Museum the on-iine 3- 
SASAIRECOK on-line liters- bray cZAog, md the processing 
ture search systems is a plus. and prod~ctioa of print and dec- 
Please send resume and salary tronic pubblications. Tke Chief of 
history tc: Szffing, Job Code. EIPP coordina.tes electronic hfor- 
SLAi0-5'39 emaiil (ASCII only): xation projects -+7 the Chief of 
jobs@jpl.nasa.gov 3 r  mail to. <?e Research Library and infer- 
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WE'LL KEEP 
YOU POSTED 
World ReporkrSM keeps you on top of business 
news and Pr:telligence across +he globe ...in both 
emerging sad developed markets ... all &zough oxe 
online database delivering over 300-;1-rld-coarting 
quality sources-kch.dhg the top newspa.sers, 
newswires, and business magazines frcm eve~y 
region s f  the world. jointly developed by Dialog 
Information Services, hc., Dow Jorres Interactive 
Publishing, m.d Financial Tkes hionzaiioq 'Norld 
Reporter contains M-text a.&icles for most En.@sh- 
language sources English abstracts for local- 
language sources. Updates posced t1Proughout 
the day, every day, give you the latest global 
insights ... easily. =e precision indexing ar%d the 
mbeatable searshing power of DIALOG (File 20) 
and DafaStar (REPO) ensure yoz'11 aiways be 
ccmpleteIy informed. So stay posted aroxmd the 
world. Phor,e +I-550-254-8800, 1-8OC-334-2564, 
or visit our Web sire ar %ifip://.;lww.%alog8carn/~ 
In Emope call t44 I71 930 5503. 
